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DWINAL MENTIONED

ROCKLAND’S TWO CARNIVAL DAYS

DANCING

STAGE AND BALL ROOM

ELISE ALLEN CORNER

LISTEN IN

Tomorrow and Thursday

I tions All seats 50c to si plus tai.

All This Week—Saturday Matinee. July 22
The Lakewood Players
A National Institution
Present
JEAN DIXON in
“A 'SATURDAY NIGHT"
By Owen Davis
With Owen Davis. Jr. and Richard Jack of the Original Cast

All Next Week—Matinee Saturday, July 29
ARTHUR BYRON in
“CORNELIUS McGINN, M. D.”
By William E Barry
First Time On Any Stage
A New Play

Spend a Weekend At Lakewood

Columbia Network
Every Wed. and Fri.
At 10.30 P. M.

Frigidaire Program
featuring

Jane Froman

Howard Marsh

Jacques Renard
And His Orchestra

Dancing Fri. and SaL Nights

TUTORING
French and Spanish

Oakland Park
TONIGHT

AL JAHNS AND HIS BAND

DONALD MERRIAM
Dowdoin Graduate, Harvard Instructor
Owl's Head—Tel. Rockland 386-12
84*85

BASSICK BROTHERS
I
I
South Thomaston
I Fine Memorials in Granite

| Represented by
85-T-tf
'
C. H. WOODCOCK
| Tel. 56-3
Thomaston, Me. I

REPEAT PERFORMANCE

FRIDAY, JULY 21st
Watts Hall, Thomaston
ADELYN BUSHNELL’S PLAY OF MAINE LIFE

“GRAM”
WITH

ADELYN BUSHNELL-MARSHALL BRADFORD
AND SAME SPLENDID CAST
TICKETS 50c Plus Tax and 35c
Checked at McDonald’s, Drug Store, Thomaston
Auspices Thomaston Nursing Association
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Has Most Satisfactory
Opening—Deposits Exceed Withdrawals

A Rockland banking Institution, for the day and thc tired officials
Rockland Is to have its summer, Hams where they made an excepcarnival Wednesday and Thursday tionally fine showing at the rn- operating on an unrestricted basis relaxed for a breathing spell Presi
for the flrst time since March 4. dent MorrLs B. Perry, with his face
and the entire proceeds will be given campment.
was the happy and interesting spec-1 fairly beaming, told The CourierMrs.
Ruth
Sanborn's
Harmonica
to the city poor. The backers, who
taclc which yesterday drew many | Gazette that it had been an entire
Band will play.
are ssme of Rockland's best work
persons to the corner of Main and j ly satisfactory opening, and that the
Two singers who will All In thc
Spring streets, where altered signs deposits had far exceeded the with
ers. are endeavoring to make lt an '
spare moments over the loud speaker
announce the new Knox County drawals, which was especially grati
all-Maine affair. Oov. Brann will
A dance Wednesday evening, with ’
honor the occasion with his pres- j Al Rougier’s ten-piece band con-1 Trust Company as occupying the fying in view of the fact that many
persons long deprived of funds
ence Thursday.
trlbuting Its services free of charge.
would naturally seek enough to sat
Dancing exhibition by Mrs. Cor- i
The entertainment will be built
isfy their needs. It will interest
around two days of racing at Knox ner's School of Dance from Thom-1
everybody to know that for every
Trotting Park and an Intercollegi aston. Five star pupils, aged from
dollar withdrawn *6 was deposited.
ate track meet. Already there are 4 to 12. Margaret Winslow. Aero-|
The initial dividend of 30 per cent
promises that some of the fastest J batic Dance Spanish Tap, Bowery I
I on savings deposits and 20 per cent
horses in the State will be here, and 1 Sketch, “Down by the Wlnegar
j on commercial deposits was turned
the public will have a chance to see Woiks;" Alfred Chapman in Stair
over to the Knox County Trust Com
among other famous equines Billy Tap; Barbara Gllchrest and Alfred
pany for distribution. It Is up to
Strathmore, 2.04 now handled by Chapman in Ardago Tap; Little
the depositor’s pleasure to say
Henry Clukey and formerly of the Sonia Corner, age 4. in a Dutch
whether he shall leave his money as
Grand Circuit. The racing events Dance (trained since thc age of 2 quarters which was formerly the a deposit with the new Institution,
are listed under tlhe following by hcr mother); Dorothy Tibbetts in home of the Security Trust Com or whether he shall draw such por
Yankee Doodle Tap.
casses:
.
pany. the affairs of which are now tion as he may wish and leave the
Chroes Wednesday. July 19
The Maine Radio Co. of Portland. In the hands of a conservator.
balance as a deposit.
2 17 Trot andPace ......... Purse *200 Ls bringing an amplifying equipment
Apparent to all who entered the
When the second dividend on the
2.19 Trot andPace ......... Purse *200 (gratis) which was used during thc bank yesterday were the many evi old deposits shall be declared is a
2.23 Trot andPace ......... Purse >150 swimming races at Peak’s Island dences of good will which were being matter which does not rest with the
Name Race ......
Purse *100 and could be heard on shore 2'4 showered upon thc new concern. new bank, but is wholly up to the
Classes Thursday, July 20
miles awav. It was also used during Many said lt with flowers, for upon conservator, Ensign Otis, who is de
Free For All Trot and Pace Purse *200 Oov. Brann's campaign and ls the every desk was a large bouquet voting keen and constant attention
221 Trot and Pace ........ Purse *200 one Col. Oene Tunney spoke over. which represented the choicest cul to straightening out the affairs of
2.28 Trot and Pace ........ Purse *100 The usual charge for this equip lings from midsummpr gardens, and the old Security Trust Company.
The intercollegiate track meet will ment is *60 per day, and thc com they made an appropriate setting for
The new signs on the exterior of
be open to all-comers at all times. pany is donating It.
the happy countenances of the the bank attract much attention.
Among the entries already indicated
Governor Brann wil: be present busy officials.
The Westminster clock sign, for in
are Alton Keene, the Bridgton Acad Thursday, and ls endeavoring to
Almost everybody had some con stance. shows gilt and red by day,
emy student who has won a scholar bring Gene Tunney. thc former gratulatory comment to offer, and and red when illuminated at night.
ship at Fordham; "Sonny" Dwyer, world's champion.
the utter absence of harsh criti The new marble signs are the
the widely known baseball player;
The horse entries are coming in cism made complete the day's har skilled workmanship of W. E. Dorand R. Olsen, football coach and all rapidly, including some from Salis mony.
nan & Son.
round athlete. This phase of the bury, Mass . and Manchester. N. H
The trust company's branches at
To handle the day's expected rush
carnival is ln the hands of S. L.
One Rajahua will give a sensa extra clerks were necessary, and Camden. Vinaihaven, Warren and
Cullen, who knows track meets from tional. breath-taking blindfold auto the co-ordination was so excellent Union also went into commission
A to Z and who knows how to obtain mobile drive. He will be blindfolded that the business was handled very yesterday and ln those towns was
[ seen a repetition of the satisfactory
entries which will make it a certain in front of the grandstand and expeditiously.
success.
When the doors were finally closed conditions found here.
drives twice around the track with
The Second Battalion, comprising his hands chained to the wheel. He
the two Knox County batteries, will | has performed at many Grand Clrgive an exhibition drill and review, cult fairs including Syracuse. N. Y.
with the display of colors called The j He is the same Rajahua who drove
Evening Drill. The artillerymen j 75 miles an hour while blindfolded
Second—That no permanent top,
Petitions which were being circu
have just returned from Fort Wil-1 on the Dayton Beach course.
lated by Senator McLoon yesterday other than concrete, be put on Routo
found many willing signers in this No. 1 between the Bath and Bucks
TWO VETERAN GRANGERS
port bridges.
city. The petition asks:
Third—That hearing be given tho
Obadiah Gardner and Dr. G. M. '
First—For a concrete road between
Twdtchell Have Grown Old In the
Brunswick and Bath , to be com petitioners at a Joint meeting of the
Service
menced this year and completed Oovernor and Council and State
So Say* Henry Bird, President Of Maine AssociationHighway Commission.
within two years.
The Grange organization ln Maine
Federal Government Aiding
I is very proud of two genuine "war
r..............
■ ■ , ,
money the farmer paid off a loan of
LAND BANK LOANS
horses," both of whom have been
*5520.
(identified with the order well toWith Maine canning factories soon r his license would be revoked, after
In a third case the farmer obtained
wards a half century, yet both still it0 begin work on thc seMon s crop which he would * flncd »loon » da* If Farmers Want To Know
a flrst mortgage Ioan of *1700 on a
keen in their Orange Interest and at- ,here ls cause f6r satufactlon in
for every day he operated without a
What They Mean Here's 143-acre farm worth *5560. The
tending its meetings whenever pos- 1 opUmtotic statement of Henry B. Bird license.
farmer used *99 to pay back taxes,
the Story
sible—always heartily welcomed
by that the outlook u the best for many
“The opinion Is somewhat divided
then he paid *1591 to the local bank
I assembled Patrons.
years. Mr Bird is at the head of thc as to which act the canning industry
Carl E. Davis, secretary-treasurer and the bonk gave him a receipt for
One is Obadiah Gardner, who for Medomak Canning Co. and president should choose. Many believe there
of the Knox & Lincoln National complete payment of a first mortgage
10 years was master of the Maine of the Maine Canners'Association so :would j* so many nullifications under
State Grange, held the office of over- that much weight is attached to his the Farm Relief plan that wc wou'd Farm Loan Association with head amounting to *1800
Most interesting of all was the
seer in the National Qrange. and was utterances.
be forced finally tnto the Industrial quarters at Rockland, recently re
later a United States Senator and
80 far “ blufberrles are con- Recovery Act, so why not start with ceived a communication from Charles flrst mortgage loan of *5000 obtained
by another farmer. With this he used
member of the International Joint | cerned-and this is a crop in which . ,he iatter and be done with It.
A Windholz, Agent of the Land Bank *3500 to pay off a mortgage held by
Knox
County
has
a
live
interest.
it
U
p
to
eac
h
commodity
section
Commission.
Commissioner, which will prove In the local bank amounting to *4016
The other is Dr. George M Twitch the canning outlook is cheered by the to work out the details for the
teresting to the farmers of this coun and he used *1011 to pay off a com
fact
that
there
was
no
carry-over.
,
balance
of
the
plan
submitting
same
ell, a life-long editor and lecturer,
ty. Mr. Davts was recently appointed mercial bank loan aggregating *1921.
The
growers
are
being
paid
double
t
0
the
proper
National
Canners'
Aswho in years past has been heard by
These loans carried 7 and 8 per oent
j more New England audiences than what they were last year, and this gociation officials for final action, correspondent for this territory by
interest.
He settled store bills
should
mean
much
in
Washington
The
composite
plan
will
then
be
subAgent Windholz and will handle ap
almost any other man in this part of
amounting to *326 with *163 and he
County
where
the
outlook
is
much
mitted
to
Secretary
Wallace
for
his
the United States.
plications for Commissioner's loans.
paid other debts amounting to about
better than first thought; and here approval. Along with other assoclaAccording to the Agent's statement, *50 with *25. He also paid back taxes
in
Knox
County
where
It
is
fair,
al|
tions
it
will
be
necessary
for
this
al

Good news, lobster stews, 25 cents
though much better in some sections sociation to form a committee whose during thc first six weeks alter the amounting to *151.
at Sim's.—adv.
*
than It ls ln others.
' duties will be to determine what is a passage of the emergency farm mort
LAKEWOOD THEATRE
President Bird bases much of his fair price to pay our farmers for the gage act the 12 agents stationed in
BLUEBERRY
optimism on the two acts passed at various products, what is a fair wage the 12 Federal Land Banks received “A Saturday Night” This Week's
STATIONS
the last session of Congress, the prin- scale, a fair average cost of the fin- 24.000 requests lor loans aggregating
Attraction — Coming, “Cornelius
FOR BOSTON MARKET
McGinn, M. D.”
THOMASTON — 3 GILCHRIST clpal object of which is to Increase ished products, a minimum and *63,500,000 The average loan made
the price of raw material for the i maximum selling price and alloca- during the flrst six weeks was for
STREET
WARREN—LIFE SAVER CABINS farmer and increase the buyingca-' tion of acreage, using the 1909-14 *2360 The maximum loan which can
It was a lucky thing for Lakewood
WALDOBORO — WALDOBORO pacity of the laborer In return the j period as a basis. As soon as pas- be made by the Commissioner’s Agent audiences when Jean Dixon decided
GARAGE
industries will be allowed to operate I sible the chairmen of thc committees is *5000 to any one individual and his to give up a propased trip to Ru
DAMARISCOTTA—HALL'S
under
a code satisfactory to the can from the several associations will loan, when added to all prior liens mania and come to Lakewood for the
GARAGE
Leave at 8 P. M.
meet at some designated place to against the property may not exceed summer Instead. In "A Saturday
ners and the officials.
PINE TREE TRANSFER
In his recent address before the draft final plans for the respective three-fourths of the appraised value Night" Mtss Dixon again plays a
middle-aged role but this time as a
THOMASTON, ME.
annual meeting of the Maine Can commodities. There is a vast volurr of the property.
85*87
of
work
to
be
done
and
thc
industries
ners’ Association President Bird exThe agent states that many appli woman faced with the problems that
— plained what had transpired ln are supposed to move as rapidly as cants are in demt for more than the go with bringing up two children and
i possible. If the rapidity at which thc appraised value of their assets and making her husband happy, The
Washington.
“This association had flve repre J administration has traveled since that many farmers, when they are action takes place entirely on a Sat
sentatives present at the meeting in I March 4 last Is any criterion to go by sure they can get a cash loan from the urday night and shows how the in
Washington," said Mr. Bird. “As I j we will be in operation perhaps be- Commissioner for a certain amount, dividual Interests of a family may
STEAMSHIP LINES understand it there are two acts ' fore we know It
are successful in getting thetr credit selfishly assume such Importance as
"Bear
in
mind
no
Industry
has
any
either of which the canning industry
ors to scale down the amount of their to wreck the complete harmony of
may select to operate under, namely choice In thc matter. There Is no loans. As examples of such scale- home life.
Next week the Lakewood Players
the Farm Relief Act, and the Agri alternative, every one of them has downs, Agent Windholz cited the fol
again present the premiere of a new
cultural Adjustment Act. The prepa got to enter Into one of these ar lowing:
ration necessary to enter under these rangements. The canning Industry
One farmer was given an $800 sec play, "Cornelius McOinn, M. D.," by
Daily including Sunday*
ls
extremely
fortunate
to
havc
such
acts Is the same in either case.
ond mortgage loan on an 80 acre William E. Barry, author of "The
Read Down
Read Up
“The flrst does not carry a license a strong and well managed organiza farm worth *10,000. With this money Jade God" and "Happy Landing."
provision, while the latter does. One tion as the National Canners’ Asso the farmer paid off Junior mortgages Special Interest is further attached to
BANGOR
Is a voluntary proposition, thc other ciation and the different state asso amounting to *1400- -a scale-down of this play as lt will serve as a starring
5:30 A.M.
Due 7:30 PM
tv. ROCKLAND
10:45 A.M. Due BANGOR
Lv. 2:30 P.M
an Involuntary one. In other words ciations. With these vehicles it can approximately *600. However, pos vehicle for Arthur Byron, noted
should any group of the canning in ride much easier Into Washington to sibly more Important than thc reduc stage and sccreen star.—adv.
BOSTON
dustry fall of its own initiative to see Mr. Secretary Wallace."
tion In the amount of his debt Is the
8:30 PM
Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 4:30 A M
6:30 A.M. Due BOSTON
Lv. 5:30 P.M. proceed on some plan the govern
fact that he pays 5 per cent Interest YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ment
will
compel
them
to
come
in
on
his Commissioner's loan and lt
>
BAR HARBOR LINE
If I had to live my life again I would
under the Industrial Recovery Act,
runs for a period of 13 years whereas have made a rule to read some poetry
5:30 A.M. Lv. ROCKLAND
Due 6:45 P M
and
listen to some music at least once
11:30 A.M. Dus BAR HARBOR
Lv. 1:30 P.M. requiring a license And again if can
he was paying 10 per cent on the loans a week.
The loss of these tastes Is a
ners should choose the Farm Relief
which he retired with Che *800 secured loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
BROOKLIN LINE
from the commissioner's agent.
5:30 A M. Lv ROCKLANO
Due 6:30 P M. Act and fail to keep their agreements
MY JEAN
8:30 A.M. Due BROOKLIN
Lv. 3:15 P.M, with each other they then would be
In another instance the borrower
FOR NIGHT WORK
I aee her In the dewy flowers.
I see her sweet and fair.
required to operate under the Indus
was financed for a 13-year period and
Daylight Saving Tima
I hear her tn the tunefu' birds.
at
trial Recovery Act.
secured
a
scale-down
of
about
10
per
I hear her charm the air.
FARES GREATLY REDUCED
cent on his loan. This was on a 160"Under this act being licensed by
There’s not a bonnle flower that
For reservation* apply
blows
the Federal Government. If any In
acre property appraised at *14,400.
By fountain, ahaw or green;
ROCKLAND WHARF
dividual member failed to abide by
The agent advanced *6000 and took a
WARREN, ME.
There's not a bonnle bird that sings.
But minds mr o' my Jean.
85-87
the rules and regulations laid down,
fllst mortgage as security. With this
Robert Burns,

to

OUR ROADS AT STAKE

CANNING OUTLOOK IS GOOD

Daylight saving

BACK ON THE BANK MAP

^me^? several1Yean»nP PUP*18 At Methodist Vaca- Fred K. Owen Includes Cam”
tion Bible School Regular
den Man In Second District Good Sport Is Promised At Knox Trotting Park For Knox County Trust Company

I

The population of the State Prison
Gossip
In Attendance
now includes a solitary woman for
«•»
••• the flrst time in several years,
Mrs.
Pred K Owen's political letter
The Daily Vacation Bible School
•*
He that hath a trade hath an *•*
Amy I. Stuart, 38, of Auburn having held at the Methodist Church was in the Sunday Telegram devoted
•- estate - Franklin's Poor Richard.
•••
*•
begun to serve a term of three to six
i made a success through the interest some space to the Second Congresyears imposed in the Androscoggin
Superior Court following her convic shown by the pupils, especially in thc ; sional District. He said:
CAMDEN GARDEN (LI B
“It is assumed that Representa
tion on a charge of manslaughter In ( matter of attendance, Here arc the
Devotees of gardens from many sec connection with the death of her I statistics:
tive Moran will be a candidate for
Perfect attendance—Marion Har- renomination and if he is, he will
tions of the state are attending the husband. Otis M Stuart, veteran of
Margaret
-Camden Oarden Club flower show the Yankee Division. It was alleged yey vlrginja
of course have no opposition. There
by the State that Mrs. Stuart threw 1
today at the Opera House from 2.30
Graves, Dorothy Witham, Kingsley 1 are some who say that they would
a bowl of acid in her husband's face.
to 10 p. m. The committee in charge Mrs stuart appealed to the Law j Strout, Ruth Tibbetts, Evelyn Gam- not be surprised to see him go out
comprises: Mrs. Ralph H. Hayden, I Court to have the verdict set aside, | mon, Dudley Harvey, Vivian Strout, for the senatorial nomination, but
chairman, Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins. I and her appeal was denied
Elizabeth Lurvey, Harry Graves, J those closest to the Rockland man
Jr.. Mrs Allie O Pillsbury Mrs. WilWarden Thurston went to Auburn S£th Adamj.
Ruth
scout the idea. Mr. Moran had the
liam Stalker. Mrs. Pearl G. Willey, I for the woman, arriving at the prison
Witham, Erlinc Cates, Barbara Las- largest majority of any of the ConMrs. J. Riker Proctor, Mrs. Edward I with her Thursday
J. Cornells. Mrs. Donald D. Dodge,
Quarters formerly used by the sell, Marion Hall. Ruth Munroe, Her- . gressional candidates, but he owed
Mjt Schuyler Dhy Mrs. SHandikh women at the prison and of late in bert Ellingwood. Robert Smalley, his election ln part at least to the
Perry. Mrs. Charles Seaverns Mrs. use by guards werc prepared for her. Ruth Graves, Barbara Atkinson, enormous majority that Oov. Brann
GIbria Witham, Sherwood Strout, had in his own county of Androscog
Eugene Rich. Mrs. James A Brown,
--------------- —
Miss Alice Hensen. Mrs. Percy A
Limping Lena's and Rolls Royces Parker Worrey Jr., David Hoch, Al gin, over 7500.
"The Republican nomination is a
vah Graves. Elizabeth Tibbetts,
Luce, Mrs. Ncrita W Wight. Mrs. are all thc same to Nilo.—adv. *
Katherine Stevens, and Ernest Mun wide open proposition with the door
Louis Singleton. Mrs. Elizabeth
-----------------open for anyone to come in. There
Bromley, and Mrs. Wlnfleld Rich- I Great steaks served at Sim's. Ask roe.
no announced
candidates.
Absent one day only—Norma Hav are
ards.
i anybody.—adv.
Zelma
M
Dwinal
of
Camden,
for
ener, Janice Farnham, Robert Nash,
Margaret Havener, Jeanette Shan mer state senator—comes nearer to
non, Leona Wellman, Louise Smith, it than anyone else. He has made
Beverly Havener, Norma Shannon, |no formal announcement, but it
Ronald Lord, and Mary Rlstaino.
**ms generally understood by his
Absent two days only—Clarence de- friends that he will be ln the fleld.
Rochemont, Adelma Smalley, Bar- The Camden man has had one go at
bara Koster, Priscilla Mae Clark, afld a Congressional nomination when
Gloria Ristaino.
( he was defeated two years ago last
TAUGHT BY
And the following had a perfecti June, by Mr. Partridge in one of the
attendance record after they start- most interesting fights staged ln
ed to attend thc school—Mildred Maine lor a long time.
"At one tittle it was thought that
Tel. 134
Shannon, William Daniello, Gordon
143 Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
Senator
Blaine S. Viles of Augusta
Richardson.
Marion
Freeman.
Her

82-84-thcnTtf
bert Bailey. June Webel. Beatrice might be a contender but I am told
Benner, Jean Palmer. Madeline Mon that he has practically given up thc
roe, Joyce Palmer, Mont Daniello, idea.
WHEN DECIDING TO Bl’Y ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
“At the time of the Legion con
Bertha Coombs. Lillian Oay, Andrea
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM AI.L
vention. it was current gossip that
Bailey, and Joan Ristaino.
And then let ns show you the
Judge Frank E. Southard of Augusta
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
was going to be a candidate for the
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers. Milk Coolers, Ice Cream Cabinets,
nomination.
I don’t know how
Soda Fountains
authentic that is. No one else has
G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
been mentioned so far as I have
492 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 260-W
DANCE OF THE ICE CUBES
learned. I don’t know that Mr. Nel
75-90
son has ever said that he wouldn't
run again, but it seems generally
assumed that he will not”.

Nights at 8,
2.30 P M.
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EASTERN

Callings from
^ROCKLAND

WEAVERS
WANTED

Georges Woolen Mill
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EXIT THE JIGSAW
New "Key To Meal Plan-j

»«•'■

ultimate uses. To some extent farm
ers living close to the shores harvest
CONCERNING
the weed for spreading upon the land.
“THE ROCKLAND"
It may be that some other forms of
utilization are employed. We con
fess to ignorance, with respect to
Owing tq further requirements
these Maine coasts, but having in
of the Government, the open
mind the extent to which the cultiva
ing of .The First National Bank
tion of seaweed has been brought in
of Rockland will be delayed a
Pacific waters, the thought presents
little.
These
requirements
itself that here in our own front yard
have been complied with and
similar results might be had. Our
forwarded to Washington by air
personal taste in seaweed addresses
mail. Congressman Moran has I
Itself to that delightful ornament of
been'in communication with the |
the table, blanc-mange, whose con j Comptroller of the Currency, j
stituent feature is the Irish moss.
requesting speedy action, that >
Place before us a neatly moulded
the local banks may be opened .
helping of blanc-mange, supported
without further delay.
by a dash of cream and sprinkled
over with a whif of sugar, and you
MRS. WILLIAM N. BENNER, JR.
will have said the final word in the
region of desserts. But this is only
The death of Fostella XL, wife of
one of the blessings to be had out
W, N. Benner Jr., which occurred
of this familiar product with which
the“^shore“r^ks”of Knox "county July \°' was a *reat shock
her
many
friends,
few
of
whom
knew
of
abound. Some day we'll be seeing
her illness.
somebody of vision commercializing
Mrs. Benner was born in West
lt upon a profitable scale.
Rockport. Dec. 3, 1870 and was the
only surviving child of the late Amos
HAVE YOU A ROGERS GROUP? and Mrs. Melinda J. Oxton. Feb. 22,
------1893 she was married to Mr. Benner
A reader who has taken note of and came to Rockland to live. In
this column's recent allusions to the 1902 they built the cosy home at 343
guitar and the cabinet organ, won- Old County road where they have
ders if there are any "Rogers groups" since resided and where Mr. Benner
continuing to ornament the local conducts a prosperous gasoline stahome parlors. The sculptor Rogers tion. That year, also, their only
came very much into vogue back in child, Maurice, was born, and his
the '80s, and the family who could death from scarlet fever in 1911 was
afford the possession of one of his a very sad blow for the parents.
“groups." and neglected to do so, was
In later years Mrs. Benner became
regarded by neighbors as somewhat a member of the Eastern Star and
lacking in taste. The present writer was much interested in the work.
confesses to the ownership of a pair She was also active in the Sons of
of them, "The Traveling Magician," Veterans Auxiliary, the members of
and ‘Checkers Up at the Farm," the which attended the funeral in a
latter much esteemed as a favorite body.
of the period. Long ago they ceased
A quiet home-loving
person
to Impress the visitor as articles of "Flossie," as everyone called her, was
ornamentation, and withdrew them- much interested in her flower garselves to the attic silence of the home den. and many a person can testify
There they have patiently waited to her generosity ln that line. Dahlia
upon “that one far-off divine event, growing was a specialty with her and
to which the whole creation moves," j one in which she took much pride,
namely to blossom into antiques, and . she was especially thoughtful of her
so command not only a fabulous price neighbors and even as late as July
at the dealer's, but once more to be- 3, though sick herself, made up a
come the focus of envious admiration | little package to send to a "shut-in."
on the part of callers. Recently there
During her sickness which was at
was a spasmodic gesture of the sort flrst thought to be asthma and later
and a great many of the groups came prOved to be heart trouble, she was
out of attic hibernation and into the tenderly cared for by her husband
antique dealers shops. There they and her mother Mrs. Melinda Oxton.
remain. The most of us held on too She was in bed only two days and the
long. Like the stock market.
end came very suddenly. The funeral
was held at the home July 12, Rev.
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA
J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
The floral offerings were many and
Who of our readers in middle life beautiful and the large number of
or a step beyond can fail to recall the friends present testified to the lov
eagerness with which, when they had ing esteem in which she was held.
opened the covers of it, they went Besides her husband and mother the
straight through, without laying the surviving relatives are aunts and
book down. "The Prisoner of Zenda." cousins. The bearers were Austin A.
It was the fore-runner of that vogue Gardner, Charles A. Morton, Oscar
of the historical romance which in S. Duncan and Virgie F. Studley and
no time at all took the reading world Interment was in Achorn cemetery.
Into its grasp and brought in the train
of lt a whole literature of adventure.
POST ON HIS WAY
Directly there came into existence a
multitude of these stories and the
Wiley Post, around thc world
writers of them that won the fame flyer who was mentioned as “un
which accompanies best sellers; but
reported” in the morning papers,
none of them as we recall took any
resumed his flight at 2 a. m. today
of the wind out of “The Prisoner of
ever Siberia. Expects to be back in
Zenda's” sails. It was a story that
New York within three full days.
held you then and can be read as well
today with a recovered pleasure The
Kilo washes cars large or small for
death in London of Sir Anthony a dollar.—adv.
•
Hope Hawkins brings to notice this
and his other successful books. He
“The present crisis,", says Walter
won his wife in Vermont and was ijppmann. "ls a good crisis.” All
knighted in 1913, both marks of dis- right, Walter, you take it—Macon
Unction.
Telegraph.

.....................

Waldoboro Only Team Which Threatens St. George’s

ning” Has Ousted Puzzles

And the peace of <Jod, which,
passeth all ^understanding. shall keep
From Feminine Favor
your hearts and minds through {
| Variety in meals, something dif- |
Christ Jesus —Phil. 4:7.
_ ferent each day in the year, if de
sired, is the keynote of a new book
IN VACATION TIME
on domestic science by Miss Verna!
There is an estimate that the sum- L Mlller- dlre<:Wr of
home
mer vacation season in New England economics, for which a widespread
finds itself participated in by no less demand has developed. So interested
than 3,00.000 persons, coming from have housewives throughout the
every quarter of the country and dis^ country become in this work by Miss i
tributing themselves over the varie- Miller, that a new edition has Just j
gated regions of mountain, river, lake keen run off the press and rushed to
and ocean shores. Here is a fabu- dealers in all parts of the United
kus amount of money spent in rest- States for distribution to all who are
ful recreation and the pursuit of interested. A new supply of these
health. It does not surprise one to hooks has just been received by A.
be told that each year finds a steadily
McLoon & Co. local representative
Increasing tide of these vacationists 01 Frigidaire. The books are being
setting into Maine. Our own little distributed free to any who call at
comer of the State shares in these the showroom at The Bicknell.
The new book, titled "The Frigidconditions, which have their natural
accompaniment of business features aire Key to Meal Planning," is neither
that are entitled to recognition. It is ! a recipe book nor a cook book. It is
estimated that what is known as a volume that actually plans the
summer business brings into Maine meals for the housewife, helping her
each season not less than one hun- to avoid any tiresome repetition in I
(hed million dollars, a very pretty the arranging of her menus. And its
sum of money, the value of which to popularity is such that it has ousted
our general prosperity is not lightly j the jig saw puzzle vogue among the
to be regarded. The relations estab- housewives of the nation.
In the planning of the menus out- [
lished by this influx of visitors and
money take on a reciprocal charac lined by Miss Miller, careful study
ter. Upon our side it's that of the host, has been given to proper dietetic
and no opportunity should we lose, balance so that the necessary cornthrough the extension of every form bination of food elements needed for !
of courtesy, to impress upon these i health and energy is offered. All this
visitors the sincerity of our welcome I ls done while eliminating the monot- j
and hospitality.
, ony of serving.
____________
"The Key to Meal Planning" is
based on studies made by Miss Miller
THE VALUE OF SEAWEED
with the assistance of Mrs. Alta
All along these shores there ap Bolender Hirsch, director of dietetics
pears a luxuriant growth of seaweed at the Miami Valley hospital in Daywhich apparently is not put to its ton, Ohio.

play. Ogier and Chaples. Umpires,
Williams and Quinn. Scorer, Wlnslow.

IS NEARING THE CLIMAX
Pennant Hopes In First Half Split Season

I

1

WaIdoboro* ’/^und 3
Manager Allen's team, still minus

its two AWOL members put up a
This Week's Games
I eighth. But those were the only Plucky game ln Waldoboro last
Tuesday—Thomaston at St. Oeorge inhings in which the home team was'night. outfleldlng the Lincoln Coun’
Wednesday—St. George at Waldo- al>le to solve Walkers speedy and ty contender and holding its own
boro.
puzzling delivery. Of the 10 hits in 016 baiting department. The
Thursday-Waldoboro at Rock- charged against him only four were trouble was that Waldoboro hit the
land
of the honest to goodness variety, the ball harder and more opportunely,
Friday-Rockland at St. Georgs.
others being exceedingly scratchy.
and
°f„
breaks
Saturday—St. George vs. Thom- j Ogier and Dimlck hit twice with On- 0
e a r °C'urre
» en
aston at Rockland
the bases loaded-very important Boggs, easily trapped between second
Sunday. July 23 - Camden
..Cora .u th, „C.„.
,.nd .hM .» hH on the
by
Thomaston at Rockland.
One of the classic plays of the » thrown ball. The reaction on the
....
game-in fact one of the best ever Pwt of the ball was to bounce about
The League Standing
seen at Community Park — was 150 feet out into the sidelines,letting
Waldoboro a game and a halfbe- ' Gatti’s one-hand stop of Stone’s in two runs. This explanation is
hind seems to be the onlyteam vicious grounder between third and not offered as an alibi, but to show
which has a reasonable show of de- short. The crowd hardly sensed |how a handicapped team fought
feating St. George for the champion- that he had stopped the ball until against odds.
Waldoboro bunched its hits a
ship of the first half of the split sea- he was seen to shoot lt across to
single by Sherman, doubles by
son. Crippled Rockland, once but a Seavey for the put-out
Felt did outstanding work for | Kuhn and Hilton following a base
half game behind ls fighting to pro
Thomaston in the field and at bat ! on balls and Boggs' sacrifice to net
tect third place. The standing:
three runs in the first inning.
Won Lost
P.C.
The score:
•
Boggs ln addition to accepting
.727
Rockland
St. George ...___ 8
3
eight chances at second base helped
.583
ab r bh tb po a
Waldoboro ........ 7
5
drive in half of hls team's scores.
Rockland .......... 6
7
461 Gattl. 3b ........ 5 2 2
Ogier was the leading hitter, sing
Camden ..............'5
8
•383 Dimlck, cf __ 4 1 2
ling three times in succession.
Thomaston ...... 4
7
.364 Ogier, ss ........ 5 12
Walter Gay. transplanted Into-out-,
Robbins, c __ .... 5 0 0
field
made four nice catches, and j
SI. George 12, Camden 1
Stewart. If ...... 5 11
two hits.
Afterplaying
excellent ' ball Seavey, lb ......... 2 1 0
The score:
through theweek and crawling out Carter, rf ......... 4 1
Waldoboro
! of the cellarto tie Rockland for third Chaples. 2b ....... 2 1
ab r bh tb po a
__
4
2
place, "Dool" Daley's Camden boys Hunt, p
R. Brewer, 3b .. . 2
1 1 0
upset their applecart Saturday and
Boggs, 2b ........ 2
2 3 5
36 10 10 11 27 11
fell easy victims to the onrushing out- j
Bums, c .......... 3
1 1 10
Thomaston
fit from the Harbor.
Sherman, ss .... 4
1 1 3
ab r bh tb po a
With only four hits to their credit •
Kuhn,
lb
____
3
1
3
0
the St George boys scored eight runs E. Grafton. If.... 5
Hilton, cl ........ 3 0
2
1
in the first five innings, and the M Sawyer lb.... 4
Clark.
If
.........
3
0
0
0 0
game had long since developed into a Walker, p ........ 4
0 ' M. Brewer, rf .... 3 0
0
0 0
parade. Three snappy double plays Stone, cf .......... 4
0 Anderson, p .... 3 1
2
spoiled Camden chances to get Vinal. rf .......... 4 1 2 2
0
1
1
2
-----j a-going. There were other threaten- I Edwards, ss — 3
26 6 10 13 21 8
:ng gestures on the part of the home Condon, c ........ 4 0 2 2
Rockland
team, but Ricker was always able to L. Sawyer. 3b
I’P
S 1 1
2 2
stave them off. Bennett was en- Felt. 2b .........
ab r bh tb po a
I titled to much better support than he
Gay, If ............. 3
received, but from Camden's stand- .
33 1 9 10 24 14 3 Dimick. cf ...... 3
point lt was one of .those games you Rockland .... 00004042 x—10 Ogier, ss .......... 4
charge to profit and loss.
Thomaston .... 00010000 0— 1 Robbins, c ___ 3
Joe Leonard lugged off the bulk of
Two-base hits, Stewart, M Sawyer I Stewart, lb ..... 3
the honors that did go Camden's way. Bases on balls, off Hunt 1. off Walker McPhee, rf ..... 4
one of his four catches being a single- 4 Struck out. by Hunt 5. by Walker Oatti, 3b ........
3 1
. paw stab that was nothing short of
10- Hit by pitcher, Dimlck. Double , Chaples. 2b .... 3 0
sensational. Maurice Simmons ac
cepted 10 of his 11 chances at short,
while the transplanted Monaghan
proved himself a handy man around
| the house wherever you put him.
The score:
St. George
ab r bh tb po a
Ricker, p ........ * 5
3 0
Davidson, lb .... 3
2 13
Archer, c .......... 5
3 4
M. Simmons, ss 4
White. 3b ........ 5
Monaghan. 2b .. 5
I. Simmons, cf .. 5
Mackie. If ........ 4
Chapin, rf ........ 5
1 1
in mn 1 1 ii. . ..

(8)

The reappearance of Howell
Cullinan on the Globe’s morn
ing broadcast yesterday was at
onee a sourer of pleasure and
disappointment.
Pleasure be
cause uf hls popularity as pur
veyor i|f news over the ethen
waves, and disappointment be
cause Rockland did not see him
during his vacation as had been
confidently expected.
Volun
teered entertainment had in
cluded a trip on one of the best
yachts in this section, lunch in
a Thomaston home, sightseeing
trips and the best shore dinner
that could be concocted. And if
he reads this “Cully" must realize
what he missed by not coming
our way.
«►
Stations WRDO at Augusta,
WFEA at Manchester, and
WCSH at Portland filed excep
tions to the report of Radio Ex
aminer Ellis A. Yost in which he
recommended that a license for
a new ladio station at Portland
be granted to thr Portland Maine
Publishing Company. The sta
tions declared that thr examiner
had failed to show that there
was a substantial demand in
Portland for a new radio station
or that there was sufficient vol
ume of business to support a new
station or that there was avail
able local talent to furnish good
programs or that the radio
needs of Portland were not al
ready met by existing services.

It developed in Sunday night's
broadcast of Breck's Radio Gar
den Club that Mr. Ross has a
summer home at North Haven,
where he is conducting some in
teresting experiments in roses.
He told his audience of the air
that dried roses should be cut
off and that thr bushes should
be fertilized. Feeding them
after Aug 1st Ls taking a chance,
he said. Feed now or not at
all. Moving rose bushes now is
entirely wrong.
«•*«•••••
The broadcast of the arrival
of Gen. Balbo and hls Italian
atmada was an interesting Sat
urday night feature.
«•««••••>
Wiley Post's safe arrival in
Berlin, after a flight from NewYork was made known over the
radio Sunday forenoon. And in
the early afternoon came the
London broadcast with "news
that would please American
listeners,"
••••••Several days’ freedom from
static have made radio fans
happy.

Paul Robeson, famous negro
baritone is to be featured in
the Flelsehmann program Thurs
day night 18 to 9, Station WEED
with Rudy Vallee and his Con
necticut Yankees.

-“Snrprlwi-H Aw It

COMPLETE LONG HOP

WEEKLY QUIZ

Italian Fliers About To Begin

•
Interesting
xntertalnmenl
for the Whole
Family.

the Return Trip Via New

York

What Is your
•
score?

1. Who compiled the
first Important
English
diction
ary?
What caused
backwardness
Indian civilization
In America?

1 Who was Lazzaro □
Spallanzani?

4. What widespread-□
belief did he dis
prove?

5. What people first I-”I
brought horses to |___
America?

[Count* 20J To»ei

For answers see
"Surprising As It Is"
Page

4

"TTTOT Hesrrvesl

b» » A lS.,3

Freeman, p ....... 3 0 1 1 0 3 0
29 3 10 10 18 7 1
Waldoboro .......... 3 0 0 0 2 1 x—6
Rockland ............ 0 10 0 10 1—3
Two-base hits, Boggs. Kuhn, Hil
ton. Bases on balls, off Anderson 2.
ofl Fre/man 3. Struck out, by An
derson 8. by Fi eeman 2. Sacrifice
hits. R. Brewer. Boggs, Dimlck. Hit
by pitcher, Robbins. Double play.
Boggs and Sherman. Umpires, Reed,
Woodlock and Carter. Scorer, Wins
low.
Sunday's game at Waldoboro re
sulted tn a victory lor the home team,
which defeated Camden 6 to 4. Hil
ton and Bennett were in the box. A
big crowd saw an excellent game,
with Camden a dangeous competi
tor all the way.

Italy's fliers gave thanks yesterday
in Chicago for their safe crossing of
land and sea—6100 miles from Orbetello to Chicago.
Navy pier was a mecca of thou
sands who viewed the 24 gleaming
seaplanes that carried the crew on
Its epic flight. Throughout Sunday
night Coast Guard cutters stood by,
guarding the planes and sweeping
them with searchlights. Nearby on
the pier are hundreds of drums of
gasoline and oil for refueling the
ships for their homeward Journey.
General Balbo took time out to
draft a reply to the message of con
gratulation received from Premier
Mussolini. When his men were not
being feted, they kept close to their
rooms in the Drake Hotel. They took
their meals in their rooms, fearing
to brave admiring crowds that filled
the dining rooms hoping to catch
sight of them.
The hotel's Italian telephone op
erators were busy, receiving congrat
ulations and queries concerning the
fliers from thousands of persons there
and over the nation. The fliers will
leave tomorrow for New York enroute
home. Oen. Balbo and some of hls
officers will visit President Roosevelt
In Washington.

I

SWAN’S ISLAND

The Methodist social Saturday eve
ning was held ln Redmen's hall with
Rachel Joyce and Sadie Gross on
i the committee.
Mb. Nettle Milan entertained at
her home Wednesday afternoon and
at supper Misses Virginia and Bessie
Kast and Mrs. EUa Kast, Mary But
man, Myra Bridges, Elizabeth Morse
Hester Freethy, Goldie Bickmore,
Lucy Smith, Maggie Sprague, Mary
Trask, Sadie Gross and Rilla Joyce.
Capt. Llewellyn Joyce came home
Thursday after being In Knox Hos
pital for treatment.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met in
Redmen's hall Friday afternoon.
Refreshments were served by ElizaI beth Morse.

powered by the makers of

41 12 11 14 27 15
Camden
ab r bh tb po a e
Mayhew, ss ..... 4 0 110 5 1
Plaisted, 2b .... 5 0
2 0 1 1
i Wadsworth, lb .. 3
0 12
Thomas, c ....... 4
1 1 5
Lord, 3b _____ 4 1111
Daly, cf ............ 1 0
2
Bennett, If ___ 2 0
1
j Leonard, If cf .. 3 0 1 1 4
j Boynton, rf p .. 4 0 0 0 1
: Greenlaw, p, rf 3 0 1 1 1

34 1 7 7 27 13 5
St. George .... 2 2 0 3 1 2 0 1 1—12
Friends listening for James
Camden ... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0— 1
O'Hara's program over Station
Two-base hits, Archer, White,
WEEI will like to have the fol j Monaghan. Bases on balls, off Rick
lowing itinerary to go by: Tues
er 5, off Greenlaw 2. Struck out, by
day, 12.45 to 1.15 and 7.30 to 7.45
Ricker 4, by Greenlaw 2. by Boynton
(the Edison Salute). Wednes 12. Hit by pitcher, Mackie, Mayhew.
day. 12.45 to 1.15 p. m. Thurs
Sacrifice hits. Davidson. Double
day, 12.45 to 1.15 (Song Shop)
plays. M. Simmons, Monaghan and
and 7.30 to 7.45 lEdison Salute).
Davidson: Chapin and Davidson;
Friday, 12-55 to 1.15 and Satur
Monaghan and Davidson. Umpires,
day 12.25 to 1.00. Saturday Mr. j Talbot and Ccehi. Scorer, Winslow.
O'Hara will play an all-request
• • • •
program from letters of Rock
Rockland 10, Thomaston 1
land and Camden people.
Two of Rockland's star players
yielded to the lure of another league
STRAND THEATRE
Sunday, but in spite of their ab
"Disgraced!" the story of a wom
sence Manager Allen's team won Its
an’s fight for love with honor will
most decisive victory of the season,
be shown Wednesday. Helen Twelveplaying a brand of baseball which
trees, wistful blonde star, is cast in
was highly gratifying to the specta
the leading role, with Bruce Cabot.
Adrienne Ames, William Harrigan tors who wanted to see the home
and Ken Murray heading the sup team win.
Hunt, who had been drafted from
porting cast. "Disgraced!” is daring
the
Big Five League gave a good
ly modern in its theme. Miss Twelvetrees, as an attractive model, fas account of himself in the box. and
cinates Cabot, a wealthy man-about- In spite of the fact that lt was his
town. His ardent wooing finally wins [ first appearance ln the Twilight
her, even though she knows he is League was cooler than the pro
engaged to marry Miss Ames. He verbial cucumber. In only two in
promises to break his engagement, nings did Thomaston make two hits
and marry her. She believes him. off him and in one of those a double
The plot works out most interest- J play headed off a rally.
The home crowd also got Its first
lngly.
Bette Davis, starring ln the War- ' glimpse of Robbins, a Hebron stu
ner Bros, picture "Ex-Lady,” which dent from Searsmont. who is sub
will be shown Thursday, has solved stituting behind the bat until Flana
the age old problem of keeping two gan's Injured finger heals.
families close.enough together to be I Thomaston held 1 to 0 lead until
companionable and yet far enough j the fifth Inning when the team went
apart to get along. Bette was living bluey with errors of commission,
in Hollywood with her mother and errors of omission, battery errors 'n
sister when she suddenly decided to , everything. Four runs were mads
get married. She solved the housing by Rockland with only a solitary
problem by engaging two houses hit to relieve the drabness of the
within the same fence. They have a situation. Rockland made another
community kitchen but otherwise the quartet of tallies In the seventh and
houses are separate institutions.--adv. added two for good measure in the

Essolene
The motor fuel that
(guaranteed Smoother Performance

'The

Z

magnificent Italian flight just

completed was made with Stanavo
Aviation Gasoline. This product is
produced by the makers of Essolene!
Of the 56 successful trans-Atlan
tic flights to date, 49 have been pow
ered with Stanavo. No trant-Allantic
flight with Stanavo hat ever failed.
That is performance...that is de
pendability ... thatisarecord no other
aviation gasoline can even approach.
If you want in your car the de
pendability, power, and guaranteed
smooth performance which Stanavo
helped to give to General Bal bo's
fleet of planes, use the new motor
car fuel... ESSOLENE.

ESSOLENEisthelatestachievement
of the makers of Stanavo and, in the
opinion of practically everyone who
has tried it, is the finest regular-priced
gasoline that can be bought today.

CONGRATULATIONS-GENERAL BALBO I
That teat a fine job—but tee knete you’d do
it. The thill and retouree/ulnott of yourtalf
and your men Hand head and thouldert
above any other featuret of your flight—
Bon Voyage teheeever you fly.

Try ESSOLENE next time you fill your
tank, and judge it for yourself.
Colonial Esso Stations and Dealers
also sell Esso, Essolube... the 5-Star
Motor Oil . . . and Atlas Tires, Bat
teries and accessories.

Essolene is produced and guaranteed by the world’s leading oil Ok
ganization. Its composition is protected by U. S. patent pending.

COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY, INC.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 18, 1933
Prank Hayden, the well known
horseman, ls critically 111 in a Lew
iston hospital.

CAMDEN

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 19—Thomaston—Methodist Ladles
Aid (air
Aurora Lodge. FAM , will have a
July 21—Thomaston—"Oram," staged
by" Adelyn Bu’shnen “and MaVshall
; special communication Wednesday
ford at Watts hall.
night with work in the Fellowcroft
July 25—Birthday ot Oen. Henry Knox., .
July 26—Field day of Stonington Lions degree.
Club at Open Harbor Camp, West Ston- !
___

lngton.

------------------ W EATHER
Offlcially the summer manifestation
of weather catalogued as dog days Is!
not yet due, but none the less it ap
pears to be a good deal in our midst,
the present morning opening with pro
nounced obscuration of the harbor
and all that lies east of it. But even
as the Weatherman is making his ob
servations the sun, which has been
showing as a pale disc about a foot
in diameter, pushes its way through,
whereupon the fog, understanding
what this means, gradually with
draws Itself from the heavens, the
lighthouse signals fall silent, and
general clearness is manifested. Behold then another beautiful day—Just
the sort for the annual prize exbibition of those attractive gardens in
Camden which will draw visitors from
far and near. Local morning ternperature 60, wind southwest, radio
says a little warmer, with usual sum
mer pleasantness.

Senter Crane Oswrej
Stock up with

Capt. Fred Cheyne of the Central
Fire Station Ls having his annual vaca^on probably within sound of the
diaphone.
J
Ferry's Market will be closed i
Thursday afternoon in line with the [
suggestion of Mayor Richardson as
a move to aid the carnival.
------- The Sunshine Society ls cordially |
invited to meet with Mrs. Carrie
8herman, 80 Camden street, Thurs
day afternoon for a box picnic, rain
or shine.

STOCKINGS
at this economy price

»C
2 pairs fur $1.10

The Forty Club will not merge with
the Rockand Lions according to a
vot* at yesterdays meeting of the
former c'ub A renewed attack on the
Problem of City Managership ls
Planned by the Forty boys along with
°^er Projects of civic Interest,

Ktis/tuhi/ify Expert
There it a proper way of
washing stockings to in
sure long wear. A washa
bility expert will be
at our hosiery
counter all this
week. Come ln and
take advantage of
her authoritative
hints— they will
save you money.

Clerk of Courts Griffin today announces that the Knox County
$25,000 refunding bond issue has been
sold to E. H. Rollins & Son of Boston
for $102.2574.

server estimates that 90 per cent of
the people he meets in the Maine j
highways are walking on the wrong
si(^
t^le roax* not facm8 on-coming cars. Some might raise the per- j
centage to 99. It is inconceivable that
In the poetry column for the July in these modern times so many per
7th issue of the Patterson (N. J.) sons should be ignorant of or indiffer
Call, appeared an exquisite poem ent to matters which concern their
entitled "Ephemeron” by Irene own welfare.
Shirley Moran of Rockland.
I
-------_____
Fred C. Green, whose versatile
Funeral services for Mrs. Guy F. newspaper talents are exercised In
Stockbridge were held Monday aft- J the columns of the Boston Tranernoon at Bowes & Crozier's Funeral; script, and quite frequently diverted
Home, Rev. Walter S. Rounds to our own pages., is spending the ,
officiating. Burial was at Swanville, second half of hls fortnight's vaca- J
------tion in Thomaston.
Ellsworth
Members of the School Harmonica claimed hls prefience thP first, but
Band are asked to meet at the Mc minus his “navy" which was de
Lain School tomorrow morning at stroyed ln the Ellsworth fire, it
10.30, to rehearse for their appear hasn’t seemed like the Ellsworth of
ance at the Knox Trotting Park old. He marvels however at the
carnival Thursday afternoon.
plucky spirit which the stricken town
is showing. As turf editor of the
The July meeting of the Past Boston Transcript he is naturally
Grands and Noble Grands Assoc ia much at Rockingham Park this sea
tion of Knox and Lincoln Counties son; he has also promised to look in
takes place tomorrow evening at upon the races at Knox Trotting
Tenant's Harbor. Grand Master
Park this week.
Melvin Hutchins of Searsport is to
be present.
A meeting of the general commit

Quan has moved to the Narragansett Hotel Dining Room and is open
today for business. Specials served
every day. Chinese and American
food. Quan was chef of the U.SS.
Mayflower during the Harding and
Coolidge terms. Catering for special
parties with reasonable notice.
Phone 340. Opens 6 a. m. to mid
night.—adv.

Stover's Pride Flour —“The Flour
the Best Cooks Use.”
85-87
No tax this week on flours bought
at Stover’s. Buy today.
85-87

Have your Ford serviced at Fire
proof Garage. Authorized Ford Sales
and Service,
84-87

We recommend
LUX for
washing stockings

Sale of Printed Silks
This is a close-out from one of America’s foremost
silk manufacturers
Very high grade quality;
have been- selling as
high as $2 50 per yard

79c yard

<<<O<SENTER CRANE COMPANVp«>^«/

The Rockland Lions tomorrow will
Montpelier is having a pleasingly
'near an address by one of their two j large number of visitors this seahonorary members, Rev. C. Green I son. Saturday with 76 guests was
way of Brooklyn, one of the most ! a banner day. Hostesses are always
popular speakers on that club's list. j in attendance at the mansion and
Hls subject will be "Hunting Big ' the public is invited.
Game With a Fountain Pen,” and it
will be illustrated with 135 slides
George W. Smith died at his home,
which will show men and women who
today occupy the front pages of the 71 Summer street Sunday. The fu
daily newspapers. Hitler, Mussolini, neral services will be held Wednes
Gen. Balbo, the Pope, and many other day afternoon at 2 o'clock and
notables will look down from the friends are asked to omit flowers.
screen while Mr. Greenway tells Obituary deferred to Thursday's
about them in his eloquent style.
issue.
The
proposed
fair
practice
code
editor of the Piscataquis Ob-

encampment

The last session of Legislature
made some radical changes in the in
land fisheries and game laws. The
wardens call our attention to the fol
lowing: Lakes, ponds, and rivers—25
fish per day or 10 pounds in all.
salmon 14 inches; trout 7 inches;
bass 10 Inches, white perch 6 inches;
brook and streams—25 fish per day,
or 7',4 pounds ln all; 14-inch salmon,
6 inch trout, 10-inch bass, 6 inch
white perch.

and a regularsized package
of LUX FREE

(Only one box to a customer,
but there's no limit to the
stockings you can buy!)

Deputy Marshal Walter J. Fernald
began Sunday his annual vacation of
two weeks which will be about evenly
Samuel Rogers is in Bath, em divided between hls poultry farm and
ployed by Swift & Co., for the sum the Elwell Tonsorial Club. Forrest
K. Hatch is looking after the night
mer.
desk meantime.
Representative Moran was at Fort
McKinley Friday to review thc
Nomination papers are being cir
culated by George I. Leonard who
C.M.T.C. parade.
-------desires to be sent to Maine's ConstiThe A. C. McLcon & Co. Frigid- ' tutlonal Convention as a special dele
ave show rooms will be open eve- gate. Mr. Leonard says he was the
nlngs beginning this week.
first man in the field, and that he
-------. has already secured nearly the necesIt ls requested by Mayor Richardof slgnatures.
son that the stores close Thursday
____
afternoon to aid the carnival.
Pigweed will grow almost anywhere.
_ ... . , “ “ . . . ... . : as any backyard gardener stands,
The Virginia R., Capt. L. J. Wal1
®
,lace, arrived
. , Saturday
_ . .
,
morning
with ready to testify. But when C.m E.
Rollins of Broadway brought to The
1200 gallons of scallops.
Courier-Oazette office a rock In
The Stover Feed Mfg Co. yester- which one of the weeds, six Inches
day sent its schooner Lillian to ^a^L was growing, it seemed to be the
points east with 50 ton of grain.
of persistency.
At the close of the short business
Attention is called by Fireproof
session of Miriam Rebekah Lodge Garage, local Ford dealers, to the new
tonight a farce, "The Awkward national broadcast of "Lum and AbMaid," will be presented.
i ner" under sponsorship of the Ford
-------Motor Co. They are heard Monday
A. C. Jones, Parker Merriam and through Thursday nights 7.30 to 7.45,
Charles McMann of the G. A. Law- • and on Friday 7 to 7.30, over WEEI.
rence Company are attending a WCSH and WTIC.
Delco sales meeting in Boston.
_____
-------This is the last full week of games
Motorists should make a point to m the flrst
of
drive up around The Highlands and League's split season and the fans I
view the gorgeous American Pillar 5hOuid miss none of them The games
rose on the premises of Austin J.
community Park are: Thursday, ,
Moody.
Waldoboro vs. Rockland; Saturday.
_
.
” ,, . .
, St. George vs. Thomaston; Sunday.
Cavanaugh, a Rockland boy, at. . . :
„ , —_
„
Camden vs. Thomaston. Friday night
tached to Battery F of Thomaston, _
,
„
, 4,
.
Rockland goes to St. George for a
won two roller skating races at Old , . ... . . “
Orchard during the National Guard 85 1 c
e

tee in charge of the Flower Show,
which the Garden Club is to give
Aug. 24, has been called for Friday
afternoon at 2.15 at the Unlversalist
vestry It is Important that all
members be present. The members
Of this committee are: Mrs. Oladys
Morgan, Mrs. Helen Lamb, Mrs.
Leola Wiggin, Mrs. Beulah Allen.
Mrs. Louise Orbeton, Mrs. Jane
O'Neil, Mrs. Emily Stevens. Mrs.
Lou Emery, Mrs. Merle Bartlett, Mrs.
Grace Lawrence. Mrs. Harriet Frost.
Miss Charlotte Buflum, Mrs. Kath
erine Berry. Miss Caroline Jameson.
Miss Edith Bicknell, Miss Irene
Lunden, Mrs. Elizabeth Otis, Mrs.
Myra Watte Mrs. Alton Decrow, Mrs.
f. M. Kittredge, Mrs. Clara Emery,
Mrs. Thelma Snow. Mrs. Annabelle
'Berry, and Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag.

for the cleaning and dyeing indus
try of Maine will be taken up at six
district meetings throughout the
State tomorrow, according to an an
nouncement following the Statewide
meeting in the Augusta House Sun
day, sponsored by the Maine Asso
ciation of Dyers and Cleansers.
There were 70 representatives at thc
meeting. A 40-hour week and mini
mum wage of 30 cents per hour arc
sought. Among those appointed to
have charge of district meetings 1s
Arthur F. Lamb of this city.

--------------------------

Free—Come in the Frigidaire
Showroom of A. C. McLoon & Co. in
icknell and get your copy of the
dalre "Key to Meal Planning”
plus a ticket which may entitle you
to an automobile vacuum cleaner
free—adv.

News of the death in Rockland
July 15 of Adelyn, wife of Guy Stockbridge, brought sorrow to many
friends in Camden. Besides the hus
band she is survived by a young
daughter, Patricia, her father Ralph
B. Bucklin of this place and one
sister Mrs. Marion Handy of Boston.
Mrs. Stockbridge was born in Cam
den and the greater part of her life
was passed here. The funeral was
held Monday afternoon and inter
ment was at Swanville.
George Hill Johnson of Melrose,
Mass., is spending a few weeks with
Mr, and Mrs. Wallace Bryant at Lake
Megunticook.
Frank Mansfield of Boston is at
the home of Mrs. J. C. Curtis, High
street.
Mrs. Evie Curtis has returned from
St Petersburg, Fla., where she spent
the winter, and is the guest of Mrs.
Clara Ordway.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Howarth are
spendin^a week in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wellman of
Rumford have been visiting his
sister Mrs. Fred Dean, Mechanic
street.
Miss Mildred Burt and Miss Ruth
Annis of Boston are guests at The
Wilbur.
Miss Christine Beverage ol Yar
mouth is visiting her grandmother
Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
Lloyd Yates, Virgil Torrey, Rus
sell Merchant and Raymond Gushee
who are for the summer at the C.
C. Camps at North Chatham. N. H.,
spent the weekend ln Camden.
Walter Field of Philadelphia ls
passing the summer In town.
The garden party held recent
ly at the home of Mrs. Alice Ken
nedy, president of the ladies of the
O.A.R. was a complete success and
$47 netted. Mrs. Lula Nichols, Junior
vice president of the Department of
Maine and a member of the Thomas
Marshall circle of Belfast, accom
panied by several other members of
the order, was present, also members
of Fales Circle of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Pomeroy have
moved to the A. F. Achorn house on
Elm street
Mrs. Marion Handy of Boston is
in town called by the death of her
sister Mrs. Guy Stockbridge at Rock
land.
John Cantwell of Philadelphia is a
guest at The Wilbur.
Mrs. Clarence Fish left Monday for
a visit with friends at Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Rich of
Philadelphia are spending their
honeymoon with hls mother Mrs. A.
W Rich. Elm street.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Fish and
Miss Mary Davis motored to Water
ville Sunday and were accompanied
home by his mother Mrs. J. C. Fish
who has been spending a week in
that city. Also with them was Mrs.
H W. Green who will spend several
weeks here.

WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY
MORNING
SPECIALS!

PERftYS
.MARKET.

EANCY SLICED

| THE FRIENDLY STORE]

BACON, 2 lbs.

xtra room for tali bottles
...and tnis new I rigida
current than one ordin

25c

Shop Early Thursday, as This Market Will
Nilo's carbon and valve Jobs are
guaranteed 10.000 miles.—adv.
•

Special this week omy — Large
chicks, several varieties, $1 per dozen
at Stover's, Rockland. Seeds—feeds
—fertilisers.
85-87
MARRIED
COLUMB-MILL8—At Vinalhaven. July 8.
by Rev. N. F. Atwood. John Albert
Columb and Josephine Evelyn Mills '
of Vinalhaven.

Be Closed Thursday Afternoon, in accord
ance with the request of Mayor Richardson.

FANCY FRESH

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank neighbors and i
friends for their kindness extended us
and flowers sent at the time of our re
cent bereavement.
W. L. Snowman. Reta Snowman. Ben
jamin L. Snowman. Merle B Foster.
Owl's Head.
•

KAFFEE

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Capt. Lewis Wallace
and Capt. Cleveland Burns of Friend
ship for the aid I received from them ln
reaching home at the time of my recent
bereavement.

•

Benjamin L. Snowman.

HAG

The Coffee That Lets You Sleep

Pound Can,

47c

ECONOMY

BEAUTY

Here is a new standard

This new Frigidaire intro

A genuine

duces a distinctive style in

Frigidaire that operates on

cabinet design, with a finish

of economy.

of white Dulux and hand

less electric current than one

I) FEDERAL TAX PAID

some chromium hardware.

ordinary lamp bulb.

Free

Another Half Pound Can FREE

MACARONI-SPAGHETTI,

—j
1 OC

LARGE PKG.

RINSO,

5 packages

25c

CONVENIENCE

A BOOK THAT PLANS
YOUR MEALS FOR A YEAR

Automatic defrosting—auto

What shall we have for breakfast?
Luncheon? Dinner? These puz
zling questions ara puzzling no
longer. For here are menus for
tempting meals for every day of
the year. Now your meals can have
delightful variety .... correct
combinations for tasteand health.
It’s FREE thit week at our show
room. Ask for "The Frigidaire
Key to Meal Planning.”

matic ice-tray releasing—

FOWL, lb., 21c

one-fourth more food space

—extra room for tall contain
ers and bottles—and a com

THE NEW

partment for frozen storage.

quart 25c

MIRACLE WHIF

CHASE AND SANBORN

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere appre
ciation to our many friends, relatives1
and neighbors for their kindness ex
tended to us during our recent bereave
ment; also for the many beautiful
floral tributes and expressions of love
Capt. Henry R. Huntley and family.

the beautiful flowers and kind words of
sympathy dulling my recent bereave-!
ment; especially to Walker H. Flfleld of
Portland.
•
Mrs. Natalie M. Lawry.

21'

EASTCRN SALMON,

DIED
WINCHENBACH—At Friendship July 15,
Leslie P. Winchenbach. aged 66 years.
8 months. 6 days Funeral Tuesday at
2 oclock at residence Interment ln
Winchenbach cemetery.
SMITH—At Rockland. July 16. George
W. Smith, aged 62 years. 5 months.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Please omit flowers.
STOCKBRIDGE—At Rockland. July 15.
Adelyn D. (Bucklin), wife of Guy F
Stockbridge, aged 40 years. 7 months.
5 days. Burial at Swansville.
MURPHY—At St. Oeorge. July 16. Nellie
F.. widow of Charles H. Murphy, aged
61 years. 9 months. J days. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
JOHNSON—At South Thomaston. July
17. John J. Johnson, aged 38 years, 11
months.

CARD OF THANKS
No time like the pleasant to eat at
I wish to extend my thanks and ap
Sim’s.—adv.
*
preciation to neighbors and friends for
it

Page Three

With stainless porcelain in
terior, every detail reflects

the quality that has made

Frigidaire the choice of a mil
lion more buyers than any
other electric refrigerator.

THE SUPER FRIGIDAIRE LINE INCLUDES SIX NEW DELUXE ALL-PORCELAIN MODELS—
WITH MANY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES—THE FINEST FRIGIDAIRES EVER BUILT

new

"> 28c

COFFEE

QUALITY

FR/GIRAIRE
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

Today . . . See the Thrilling Demonstration at Any Showroom Below
POST TOASTIES OR KELLOGG'S

CORN FLAKES,

3 packages

FANCY PLRITAN

HAMS

to 10 lb average;

lb

19<
JJ

A. C. McLOON 6 CO.
BICKNELL BLOCK

TEL.

730

ROCKLAND, ME.

VINALHAVEN LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
BRANCHES AT VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN

Page Four

3/ a Quart

WARREN

1. Put five teaspoonfuls ot

Salada Tea in teapot
8. Add one quart Boiling
(bubbling boiling) water
3. Let steep for five minutes
4. Strain into pitcher

TREMONT
The marriage of Evelyn Kittredge
of Tremont and Ray Jordan of Bar
Harbor took place at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H
Kittredge, in the presence of about 75
relatives and close friends. The
double ring service was performed by
Rev. Perry L. Smith.
Mrs. Leslie Rich and her mother
Mrs -Hettie Stanley entertained the
Ladies' Aid last week with 23 present
including four guests and two new
members.
Mrs. Leslie Nelson had as dinner
guests Thursday evening her cousin
Mrs. Shirley Kelley and son Harvey
and daughter Barbara.
Miss Amy Dodge, a summer resi
dent here, hastily removing her outer

Miss Winona Robinson recently
spent two weeks with her grandpar
ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson.
5. Add juice of half-a-lemon
The annual picnic of thc Congrega
6. Add one-third cup of sugar
7. Place in refrigerator and
tional Sunday School will be held
thoroughly chill
Thursday at JefTerson Lake, all be
8. Add small cube of ice to
ing requested to meet at nine o’clock
each glass just before serving
daylight time, at the chapel.
Chester E. A. Starrett and sons
Kenneth and Donald accompanied by
Ernest O. Starrett and son Douglass
motored Sunday to Portland to meet
friends front Providence, with whom
Donald Starrett returned to that city
lor a week's outing at Camp Yawgoog
with his Boy Scout troop, of which
he is assistant rcout master.
Instead cf the regular monthly
garments, heroically leaped into the
water one day recently at Northeast melting and -upoer at the MontgomHarbor and rescued a little boy six I cry rooms Thursday afternoon, the
years old from drowning just as he members of the Baptist circle with
their families and friends are Invited
was going down.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alfred Puller and to attend a lawn party at the resi
daughter Mrs Willis of Wellesley. dence of Mrs. O D Gould, who as
Mass., who have been guests of Mrs. 1’cstess will be assisted by Mrs.
Ida Dix. have returned to their home. Elizabeth Robinson and Mrs Reta
Raymond Babbidge has returned to Ccburn. Picnic supper will be served
New York after visiting Mr. and Mrs. at 6 o'clock daylight. The circle
m-mbers are requested to furnish
Charles Harding.
Rev. and Mrs Perry L. Smith and their own dishes. If stormy Mrs.
young daughter were recent luncheon Oeuld will entertain indoors. It will
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs be remembered tnat Mrs Gould en
tertained in a similar manner last
Leslie Rich.
veer and that a delightful time was
In President Roosevelt's scheme of enjoyed.
things, the political pic will be
Tlie audience at the Congregational
served, as dessert should be, last.— Church were much pleased Sunday
Arkansas Oazette.
morning with the vocal selections by

and 9 Small Packages FREE
FOR THE KIDDIES

QUAKER

a

crackels

Micky Mouse Mask FREE
with each package

Quaker Crackels JO

'*klai-oats

Kellogg’s Rice Krispies
I

FREE Mask of
Mr. Pop, Mr. Snap or
Mr. Crackle

CLICQUOT CLUB

Ginger Ale 2

Si

(Cowtenb Only)

^*7

10

This BEAUTIFUu

sewages

KITCHEN RANGE
SET
With Chef Boy-ir-dee
Instant Spaghetti Dinner at

25*

HhCl i
[muni

Yonr choice of
one shaker with

each package

MT. ZIRCON

Ginger Champagne
18 Oi Bob
(content)

23‘

WILLIAMS'

Extract

. B.,19c

ACCLAIMED THE WORLD’S FINEST
International Exposition,Bologna,Italy, 19?

FREE Balloon with each bottle

33

USE NATION-WIDE

Coffee '£*

Lb

25‘

FOR ALL
RECIPES REQUIRING
COCOANUT

Cocoanut Thh^ms
Salad Dressing
Poac p*cktd in M*in‘ B K5, Beans
it

X*

NORTH HAVEN

(including all ingredients)

Make Iced Tea this NEW SALADA Way

Rbew

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 18, 1933

Soft end Sweet

Lb
Pk’

MAR-VEL-US

F,„ „

And Believe Us It Is Mervelous

Jar

no2^
Cen

Bird's
Fency Cut
Wax

No j
Cen

10
18
10

NATION-WIDE

NORWEGIAN

SARDINES
In Olive Oil

3 c. 25*

CREAM LUNCH
KRISPy CRACKERS
Milk and Honty GRAHAM CRACKERS
your

CHOICE

Lb
F';g I /

«

3

50®

NATION -WIDfi
t .'78 SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bean and
daughter Norma of Lynn, Mass., are
visiting Mrs. J. O Brown.
OATS
Mrs. Guy E Gage and son Elliot
KEEP WELL AND
. . . “a grain given in England to
Microbes were
have returned to Boston after spend
HOLD YOUR JOB
horses, and in Scotland to the peo
bom without paring a time here with Mr. Gage who )
ple.” Definitions humorous, preju
manages the talking pictures ln Cal
Do you lose money and risk
diced, and ponderous, were all con
losing your position by being
/’i
spread belief un
derwood hall.
tained in the first important English
absent a few days each month?
til disproved by
Corydon Grey of Vinaihaven is
dictionary by the famous literary
Don’t do it any more. Take
Lazzaro Spallan
visiting his uncle Corydon Brown.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Tablets.
critic
Samuel Johnson
Barnard Erlck'on of Vinaihaven
zani, a priest.
They will quickly relieve
has been visiting Clarence Water
those cramps and discomforts
"Tie sealed glass
man. Jr.
.
w hich force you to go home. If
sff
1/
tubes, icontaining
you take them regularly they
I.con Staples and family and Mrs
vegetable
should prevent future troubles.
Stap’es’ father W 6 Maynard ol |
/Ao vl matter. to keep
These tablets are chocolate
Wt t Hartford. Conn, are guests ol j
coated, easy to swallow, con
out the air. When
C. S. Staples
llftffri'!l11*
venient to carry. You can get a
microbes did not
Bi own’s orchestra Is to hold a dance '
box from your druggist for 50?.
appear, be knew
in Caldcrwood's hall tonight
Let them help you, too,
they came from
Prcton Brown of the Bronx. New ,
living matter in
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S York, was guest of Mrs Mary Lead-1
the air.
better and Mr and Mrs. O. D. Ler-,
TABLETS
mor.d Thursday and Friday.
Mrs. fcarrle Nichols who has been
A Uterine Se^gtive
visiting her parents Mr and Mrs. O
D. Lermond was called to Rockland’
HORSES WERE
Thursday by the Illness of her hus
UNKNOWN
Charles Wilson, local baritone, and band.
James McOhle. 15. of Greenwich,!
violin selections bv Miss Charlotte
to American Indians until
Armstrong of Somerville, Mass., who Conn., who has been living here in
'
A.
Ju
the Spanish brought them to
Is spending this month at the parson- one of the Lewis Herzogg cottages, is
■
America.
Lack of means of
age and who ts a violin instructor in a’ Knox Hospital as the rerul’ of the
transportation is considered the
a private school ln North Carolira. accidental discharge of a revolver
Tlie president of the Congrega loaded with bird shot Thursday while
main cause for the backwardness
tional Ladles' Circle calls attention to he was cruising along the shore. He
of Indian civilization.
the fact there will be a supper Thurs was alone when it happened but it is
day. July 27.
thou0ht that he tripped ai\d fell caus
All Right! Reiervrd hy Blllett Ryndlrate. 1933
Mrs Beryl Reever of Beverly. Mac- ing the discharge of the weapon. He
arrived Sunday in company with her was rushed to Knox Hospital by plane
parents Mr. and Mrs. George New
Mr and Mrs Lester Greer.law werc
? ? Surprising As It Is ? ? .. . “What Is Your Score?
See Page Two
bert. who had motored up for her recent guests of Mr and Mrs. Jesse
Friday, and will spend the remainder Greenlaw at Vinaihaven.
Morton who recently underwent qn
of the summer here.
VINALHAVEN
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Jesslma OroveT and Mrs. Flda
operation for appendicitis at thc hpsMrs. Louie Drewett accompanied Ames were overnight guests Wednes
Albcrt Annis who has been guest of pital.
Blanche and Percy Brume of Port
by Mr. and Mrs. Otho Thompson and day of their sisters Mr=. Evalina
his
sister Mrs. E. G. Carver the past
Mrs. Earle App'.ebce and children qf land have been guests the past week
daughter Miss Helen Thompson, all Brown and Mrs. Kathleen Pope at
two weeks, left Saturday for Wal- I Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. at the home of Mr. and Mrs Guy
of Medford. Mass., who are house Zion. Vinaihaven.
tham.
Mass.
E^con 'MacDonald. Mrs. Aippltb^e Overlook.
guests of Mrs Mary Richmond, reMrs. Richard Stanley and daughMrs. Stanley French of Camden
Mr
and
Mrs.
Angus
Henmgar
are
was formerly Jotephlnc Gray cr tlijs
eently attended an open air concert i ter LuciEe of Rockland are visiting
visited relatives ln town Sunday.
at Oreen Island, guests of their town.
given at the Eastern Maine Musir relatives here.
Charles Kibble and daughter Mil
A supper will be served at the LatCamp at Lake Mcssaionskee, Cakira Curtis who has been ill is back daughter Mrs. Merle Hutchinson.
dred of East Milton, Mass., are
Mrs
Harry
Coombs
entertained
the
ter
Day
Saints
’
Church
Thursday.
land.
on the JC'b at C. E Waterman A- Co.’s
Mother and Daughter Club at her
Miss Nina Oerald of Newton. Mass., guests for two weeks of Mrs. Delora
Special music was rendered Sun store.
home
Thursday
night.
arrived
Monday and is the guest ol I Morrill.
day morning bv the choir at the Bap
Kendall Stone who is visiting on
j Mr. and Mrs. John Donlan of Waltist Church. A quartet number was the mainland has been spending a . Mrs. Elsie Ames entertained the Miss Eugenia Carver
Saturday
Nighters
July
15.
Many
pleasing
compliments
are
, tham, Mass., spent the weekend with
rung by Miss Helen Thompson, Mrs fe« days at his home here.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Maddocks
and
heard
of
thc
singing
of
Miss
Avis
Mr and Mrs. Charles Carver. They
Virginia Thompson, both of Medford.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse ard
Mass., and Warren. Chester Wyllie daughter Marjorie who have been Miss Gwendolyn Lindsey ofNorth Johnson last Sunday morning 'at were accompanied here by Miss EveWeymouth. Mass., are guests of Mr Union Church. She sang “The Still I lyn Carver, who has been their guest
and John Robinson. Miss Thompson visiting ln Dover-Foxcroft are expect
and Mrs. Andrew Johnson.
Small Voice" by Hamblen;Mrs. Eve-I for three weeks.
also sang a soprano solo.
ed home this week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Ahlstrom
of
lyn Hall accompanist.
Earle Deane is in Belfast for a
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggsr and
Parker Crockett spent the weekend
! week with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
daughter Miss Helene Boggs arrived on thc mainland with relatives and Worcester were weekend guests of
! Roscoe Deane.
Columb-Mills
Herbert Sanborn.
Monday from New York to be guests friends.
Miss Josephine Evelyn Mills, daughLewis Daucett and Miss Violet DuThe
following
party
left
Saturday
for a few weeks of Miss Edna F.
Mrs. Jersima Grover and son Dana
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Manford
Mills.[tools
of Manchester. N. H.. spent the
Beggs and Levi Boggs. Enroute they Brown of Ipswich. Mass, are gusts morning for a motor trip through
Maine,
including
Lakewood:
Mr.
and
and
John
Albert
Co
’
.
umb,
Jr.,
son
of
'
weekend
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
•spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs of relatives here.
Mrs. C. L. Boman, Mr. and Mrs. C. C i Mr. and Mrs J. A. Columb, were Charles F. Ingraham.
Edwin Boggs at Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving R. Beane and
Webster. Mr. and Mrs A. A. Peter- united in marriage July 8 at Union) Oeorge Cates, Mr. and Mrs B.
It is reported that Mrs Mason Tol- 1 daughter Norma of Peabody. Mass,
nr a is ill at her home ln East War- , who have been visiting Mrs. J. O son. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Cassie and Church parsonage by Rev N. F. At- Harold Cates, sons Maynard an
Mr and iMrs. Alfred Creed.
wood. They were accompanied toy George and daughter Margaret o
rtnj Brown returned Saturday to their
Miss Margaret Lowe was in Rock- 1 the groom's sister Miss Oeclle Columb, Ea£t Vassalboro were visitors Sun ay
Charles Huntley of ( Camden is heme accompanied by Mrs. Beane’s
land Thursday, making the trip by - and Edwin Woodcock. The bride, a
Mr- and Mrs- Enos E Ingrahams,
spending the summer with his mother nieces Ivaloo and Doris Brown who
Mrs. Elsie Gilbert, a teacher in the
plan? via Matinicus
[ graduate of class of '29 Vinaihaven
Mrs. Mary Moore.
will make them a visit
schools at Waterbury, Conn., and
Miss Cora Roberts of Wollaston. High School, has been employed at
Mrs. S F Haskell was in Auburn
Mrs. Richard Stanley and daughMirs Frances Gardiner of East MiiHaven
’
s
Inn.
North
Haven,
for
sev

Mass.,
arrived
Saturday
to
visit
her
recently called by the critical illness ter Lucille of Rockland who visited
ton, Mars., arrived Sunday to spend
of the senior Mrs S. F Haskell.
htr sister Mrs. Foy Brown the past patents Mr. and Mrs. William Wil eral seasons. The groom is an em the vacation with their mother. Mrs.
ploye
of
the
J.
Leopold
granite
pav

liams.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett who has ’ week havc returned home,
The popular young Annie Oardiner.
Mrs. Carroll Gregory entertained at ing industry
been caring for Mrs. Percy Kenniston ' Mrs. Lester Oreenlaw is ln Jones Miss Evelyn Beckett has returned
couple
have
commenced
housekeephas returned home.
port called there by the illness of her bridge Friday evening. Honors were insTin the Ames riwldence
on' Rist to Rockland after being
*
awarded Mrs Andrew Bennett and
The card party held at the Town, sister,
Boston
street.
Thursday
evening
week
of
Mr
and
^
Irs
'
Robert
'
'
hall Friday evening, under auspices
A dance was held in Crockett's hall Arthur Thomas.
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Storms, and
Mrs. Mary Daniels of Medford. Mrs. Donald Johnson and Mrs. David
of the tonsil, adenoid and dqntal , last Friday evening with music by
Amiro
gave
the
newlyweds
a
utility
Mr
and Mrs John Newman o{ Rock‘
Hlass . ls the guest of Mrs. Edith Vinal.
1 clinics, proved so successful that an-) Kirk's orchestra.
shower party at the home of Mrs j land motored to Belfast Sunday and
George
Lemon
of
Pratt,
Kansas,
ls
other will be held Wednesday at 7.30
Mrs. Pov Brown went to Rockland
Johnson. It was a complete sur- ■ spent the day with Mrs. Storms
Lawrence French, guest a few days Monday to call on her husband at at the home of Mr and Mrs Frank
prise
and the bride found much j daughter, Mrs Belle Elwell,
White.
last week of his mother Mrs. C. A Knox Hospital.
pleasure ln unwrapping the gifts from The Nitsumsosum Club and their
Mrs.
Mlary
Willey
and
daughter
French. has returned to Boston.
Mr and Mrs. James McOhle of
husbands were entertained Monday
Mr, and Mrs. Pearl Smith and chil Greenwich. Conn., made a flying visit Mora Whitney of Cambridge, Mass., 21 friends. Sandwiches, cake and
evening at bridge at the home of Mr.
punch
were
served.
are
guests
of
Mrs.
Carrie
Thomas.
dren Dcrothy and Malcolm returned to North Haven Saturday having
and Mrs. Walter Carroll.
At Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres, Sat
last week to their home at Versailles, been called to Maine by the accidental
In honor of her birthday anniver
STONINGTON
Conn., after a visit with Mr and Mrs. shooting of their son who is at Knox urday. the following enjoyed a dinner
sary. Miss Mary Brann was enter
party.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
W
Swan
of
Roy Smith.
Hospital.
Late reports are that
Mrs. Lewis Sawyer Jr. is in Machias tained by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Norman Gray and family of young McGhie is recovering satisfac Brookline, Mass , Miss Marion Healey
called
there by the illness of her Rhodes, Jr.. Sunday night at dinner
of
Springfield.
Miss
Carrie
Pendleton
Hallowell were recent guests of Mr torily.
at Community Sweet Shop.
father.
and Mrs. Ernest Achorn.
The feature picture at Calderwood's of Brookline, Mr and Mrs. E. M. Hall
Curtis Weed went Saturday to
Mrs
Hannah
Colley,
who
has
been
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O
C.
Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cook and Theatre Wednesday will be "Private
enter thc Good Will Farm school for
The brass quartet, Joseph Kittredge very 111 from neuritis Is recovering.
daughter Eleanor returned Saturday Detective 62" starring William Pow
Clara Hutchinson passed Friday boys.
cornet. W. Adelbert Smith trombone,
to their home at Mansfield. Mass., ell.
Mrs. Veda Brown and Mrs. Edna
and Saturday with friends at York
L.
W.
Lane
cornet,
and
George
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Louis Jarrett and Mrs Gilbert
Robbins
attended the T Club picnic
Island.
Isle
au
Haut.
Wyllie.
Megargcr of Philadelphia were Swears trombone, furnished music for
at Sherman’s Point Camden, Friday
Mrs.
Charles
Havice
is
the
guest
the
community
sing
at
the
band
stand
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills enter guests at The Samoset in Rockland
night. A chicken pie supper was one
of her mother tylrs. Cora Gray.
tained Russell Weiser of Allston. recently while enroute to North Ha Sunday night.
of the chief attractions.
Miss
Laura
Gross
is
employed
as
Herbert
Boman
returned
Monday
to
Mass., at supper Friday night.
ven.
Mrs Carlton G. Cole and three
stenographer
at
John
L.
Goss
office
Bates
College
summer
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Brimiglon
Frank Zelmar of Akron O., is visit
children
havc arrived from Williston
during
the
absence
of
Miss
Kathleen
The following spent Sunday at the
of Millinocket have been recent ing his cousin Mrs. Ira Curtis
Park.
L.
I.,
for a visit with her father.
Billings
who
is
away
on
vacation.
Wigwam,
Shore
Acres:
Allegra
Ingerguests of Mrs. Mary Clements, mother
Their 52nd wedding anniversary
Mavis McMahon of Rockland 1s Hans Heistad. Other guests at the
of Mrs Brimiglon.
was celebrated ln a quiet way July 13. son, Lillie Anderson. Ellen Wareham,
Heistad home are Mrs. Richard TonMrs. William Kelso and daughter by Mr and Mrs. Allen Small. Among Carolyn Dyer. Donald Poole. Edward visiting her sister Dora McMahon.
Mrs. Oeneva Robertson, who has seth of Lunenburg. Mass., and her
Jean of Wakefield. Mass., and Mr. those present to enjoy the occasion White, George Lemon and Mr. and
and Mrs. William Howes and daugh with them were their daughter Mrs. Mrs. W. H Ingerson. At the Merrie been visiting hcr mother Mrs. Charles niece, Miss Natalie Dickinson of
Fitchburg. Mass.
ter Emily of Malden, are the guests Ethel Howard, son Delbert Small of Macs, Mr and Mrs. E. C Macintosh, Robbins, has returned to Portland.
Engineer J. C. DavLs and Assistant
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
Haskell
of
of Miss Bertha Starrett. Mr Kelso Melrose, Mass., and granddaughters Frances Macintosh. Andrew Ollchrlst.
Engineer
Earle Davis spent the week
New
York
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Other
cottages
open
were
The
Bould

was also, there for thc weekend, re Treva and Norma Howard. A feature
end with their families here while
turning Monday to Wakefield.
of the refreshments was a delicious er, Camp Alyosca. Idle Wild, and The David T. Thurlow.
James J. McGuire has returned to the yacht Cutysark was anchored in
Rev. Howard A. Welch who taught wedding cake made by Mrs. Howard, Laurie.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton of his home in New York. Mrs. Mc the harbor.
“Boy Loyalty" and acted as post ice cream and punch were served.
Miss Martha Harbswack, a stu
Mr. and Mrs Merle Tolman and Rockland and niece Elaine Achorn Guire and daughters Virginia and
master at the Royal Ambassador
Camp at Ocean Park returned home daughter Marion, and Mr. and Mrs. were guests the past week of Mr. and Oeorgene will remain here during the dent of the Curtis Institute of Music,
summer.
. -. has arrived at the Community House
Saturday.
Fritjof Anderson of Vinaihaven Mrs. E A. Smalley.
for the summer.
Mr.
and
Mrs
E.
W.
Swan
who
re

are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joel
Thc circle of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.,
cently returned from an eastern
APPLETON
met for its annual picnic last Wed Wooster.
Another thing business seems to
Rev. Mr. Hcllcns of Fall River. cruise on thc yacht Gitana, left Sun
nesday at the Galashiels cottage of
need
at present is more outlet and
A
college
student
program
will
be
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker at Mar Mass., who is occupying his summer day for Camden, where they will be
less let out.—Boston Herald.
given
at
Georges
Valley
Grange
hall
Joined
by
Mr
and
Mrs.
Russell
Smith
tin’s Point , Friendship, and the home here preached at the Old
Walkers proved themselves delight Church Sunday morning and at the of Gloucester, Mass., returning from on the evening of July 18 with Miss
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Nova Scotia, where their son and Virginia Davis reader and enter
ful entertainers, as they always do. Village Church In the evening.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Misses Edith Roberts and Carolyn daughter Benjamin and Julianna tainer, and Miss Gladys Conant of
Picnic lunch was served and a sur
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Camden
pianist
and
accompanist.
Smith,
representing
the
Corinthian
prise of the afternoon was ice cream Dyer of Vinaihaven who have been
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER IS
Eastern Standard Time
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess Yacht Club of Marblehead, Mass., Miss Davis is a student of elocution
served by the hosts.
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
won the Prince of Wales cup in the at Atlantic Union College, Lancaster,
Quests Thursday of Mr and Mrs. have returned home.
Vinaihaven Line
International race. Miss Marion Mass., winning the gold medal each
Chester Wyllie were Mr. and Mrs.
Steamer leaves Rockland daily except
Sunday
at
6 00 A. M. and* *2 00 P. M.
Blinks—“This would seem like a Healey of Springfield, Mass , was a year. Miss Conant is a musician
Wesley Cook and daughter Eleanor
Arriving at Vinaihaven at 7 20 A. M. and
from
Boston
Temple.
Readings
will
guest
on
yacht
Gitana
over
thc
week

good
time
to
go
back
to
the
farm."
3.20
P.
M
Returning steamer leaves
of Mansfield and Mrs. Emma Wyllie.
at 8.30 A. M and 4.30 p M.
Jinks—“Yeh! There don’t seem end at Vinaihaven.
be both humorous and dramatic, Vinaihaven
Principal parts in the play,
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A M. and
Mrs. Berger Magnuson returned also musical readings, vocal solos, 5.50 P M
"Breezin' Along," sponsored by Mys to be any other class they are plan
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
tic Rebekah Lodge will be taken by ning as much relief for."—Cincin Saturday from Knox Hospital, ac piano solos and duets.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept
Sunday at 6.00 A. M„ Stonington
companied by hcr mother Mrs. Ed
Mrs. Nettle Vinal, Miss Marguerite nati Enquirer.
6 55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
ward Philbrook.
Rockland
about 9.00 A. M. Returnng,
Haskell, Herbert K. Thomas and Rob
"My daughter's music lessons are
leaves Rockland *2.00 P. M. North Haven
Miss Erlene Rosario of Portland ls a fortune to me."
ert Connell. Through the efforts of School of the Dance, at Thomaston,
3 00, Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
Mrs. Louie Drewett, who will act as will do some of the dance specialties, guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew.
"How is that?”
b»lq, Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Herbert Morton returned Friday “They enable me to buy the neigh Boston.
pianist for the production, several and some of them will be accompan
B H. STINSON
from Camden where he visited Mrs. bors' houses at half price."
pupils of the Elise Allen Corner ied hy Mtss Irene Young,
73-tf
General Agent.

Working Women

u'i en,s was a

L\

A

Every-Other-Day
ELMER ALLEN’S CHAT
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ON THE SEVEN SEAS
Copyrlfht* IW3. H J. Kejnukls Tobacco Conpinj

There will be a meeting of the Farm Seth Parker To Fish In Mid
Bureau Thursday afternoon in the
Built Vessels Down in Tur
Ocean and
Hunt For
Orange hall and a demonstration of
key Cove
canning peas. As many housewives
Cannibals
find peas to be a difficult vegetable
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
to can successfully this demonstra
Sometime next month Phillips
It is not generally known that tion will be much appreciated. It is Lord, known to National Broadcast- !
vessels werc built in Turkey Cove hoped there will be a large attendance.
ing Company listeners as Seth Parker,!
(now known as Glenmere> away
Misses Helen and Susie Sleeper, ac will abandon the air waves for the
back ln the year 1850, or thereabouts. companied by Mrs. Oeorge Brown and bounding billows of the Seven 8eas '
The bark B. Fountain was built there Mrs. Rebecca Thorndyke, motored to It will be the fulfillment of a 20-year- '
Boston Sunday and returned Friday,
for Capt. Madison Kellar. The ves
visiting relatives there in the mean old dream of the Jonesport “neigh-!
sel was built at what ls known as time.
bor” who, when a boy ln a little vll- j
Eamuel Davis' cave, launched and
Cards recently received from Harold lage on the east coast of Maine, 1
towed outside the cove and rigged Rackliff tell of delightful automobile promised himself that one day he
there. Capt. Keiiar maac tne flrst trips he ls having. He has completed would havc a boat of his own and sail !
trip in this new vessel to England a three weeks' trip through Canada to strange ports.
and is now enrou'e to the World's
Now, at 30, lord will take the ,
and back. I do not know what the
Fair at Chicago and cards were wheel of his four-masted schooner
cargo consisted of.
mailed from Indiana to friends here. Georgette and will sail from his na- j
John Teel built a large fishing
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and tive port in the Pine Tree State for :
vea-Jl ct cr r. nr the lag Cabin
children
Miss Celia and Gordon and a cruise around the world. Adven- ;
shore at Otis Point, called the
Tarrynot. Farther up the river at, Miss Jeanie McConchle were weekend ture ls the only goal, and 15 landlub-.
the shore of Capt. Sylvanus Robin- Bursts of Mr and Mrs. H E. Glidden ber pals of Lord who also have felt i
the call of the sea will do their best'
son the bark Lucy Ann was built and |ln Mi*101
Alexander Kalloch was boss builder.! Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin recently enter- to keep out of thf way of the three
This village was a prosperous one J tained the following house guests: cld tars who will do most of the yo- !
for a long time.
Ice was shipped ' Prank Wiggin and daughter Loraine heave-hoing.
from Turkey Pond to New York and j of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. William Wig- The creator of Seth Parker, the
other places. Wc remember the ice I Kin of Redstone. N.
and Mr and Country Doctor. Uncle Abner and
David, and other well known radio
houses, can almost see them stand Mrs Goff and children of Boston.
characters plans to loaf through the
Mrs. I. J Putnam suffered a very
Ing.
Interesting out-of-the way waters of
• • • •
severe attack of illness during the
the world for 18 months or more.
Capt. Samuel Davis ran a lobster past week and is attended by Dr.
“Our flrst stopping place." he says j
Blake
B.
Annis
of
Rockland.
Mrs.
smack for years all up and down the
“will be midocean, where we will dig
coast as far as Eastport.
Henry Putnam's mother Mrs. Sterling Bar out our special deep-sea Ashing tackle I
Davis, his son,-took over the busi-f*our of Stonington ls caring for her.
and go after the big ones. Old salts
ness and bought lobsters for a num- I Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sleeker were re- used to tell me when I was a boy that
ber of years. Capt. Davis had three | cently ln Augusta on business with the there are no fish in the very middle
sons and one daughter. As far as! state Superintendent of Schools
of the ocean, and now I'm going to
I know they are all living. I re-' Misses Marlon Watts and Marion find out tf it's true.
••Then we'll up with the sails
memoer many sea captains who re- Rackliff have employment in South
sided there: Capt. Obed Andrews, Hope
and head for the Strait and on to
(now living), Capt. Howard Hender- f Mr and Mrs. Harry Waterman are Suez and thence to Ceylon. From
son. Howard Barter, Edward Harris.: receiving congratulations cn the birth Ceylon we plan to go to Siam, where
Walter Willey. Jesse Wilson. John of a fire daughter; and also Mr and we will be thc guests of the King.;
Wail. Sidney Hupper Hiram Barter, Mrs. Amos Maklnen a fine ton.
who has promised us some big game
James Young. Richard Wall, Mars’^ .
hunting.
Mrs. Myrtiand Robinson (Nellie
Bond, John Bond. Frank Karris anl
"Cur next interest is in getting into
Glover) and son were meeting old
some others I fail to recall.
friends ln town Sunday, having been contact with some of the few remain
ing cannibal tribes on remote islands |
On Cfazy Point where the Augier
called to this section to attend thc
cottage is. or near there, a porgie
Qf
Wi](ord
o,
where we hope
factory was running those days. A
to
be
able
to
make
records
of tribal
St. George.
large wharf was built there and a
ceremonies. We are taking the most
A series of meetings arc being held
firm bought fish, cured them and
up to date movie and sound record
shipped them away. About 20 fish- ln the old Knox Hal1 bulldtn»
t*0’ ing apparatus. After that, we shall
lng vessels brought their fares to thLs Ple °f th* Pentecostal faith, and are go to Singapore. Sumatra and the
concern and they prospered ‘for largely attended.
Solomon Islands, and from there to
Mrs. B. M. Hanley, daughter Miss Rennels Islands, a remote empire
many years. It mav not be generally
known, but there was also a shoe Ethel Holbrook and Miss Mary Sleep ruled by women.
factory there at that time. The ■ er who are employed at thc Lobster
“Dropping down by easy stages to
water used by these concerns was I Pot ln Friendship spent the night at the Fiji and Samoa Islands, wq'll
brought from Turkey Pond by pipe thelr homes here Saturday
then strike for the Canal, and cruise
Mrs. Mary Whittemore of New York through the Caribbean before point
laid on the ground.
is visiting her cousin Mia Louise But ing our bowsprit for home."
• • • •
Referring to many queries he has
Steamers Cora P. White and ler.
received as to why he is temporarily
Mary P Bates were used in carry- ,
ing porgies to the factories there.
SPRUCE HEAD
leaving radio at the height of his air
Some of the schooners which car-'
success. Lord explained that he was
. •
.
— .
- .,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin York and taking time by the forelock. "Many
ried ice from Turkey Cove were
„
.
i.
daughter Norma arrived Saturday
Parepa. Capt. Hi Barter; and,
’
men have told me of their dreams to
.
™ These were ' from New York and *Ui be ’guests travel around the world for adven- '
schooner
M A. Achorn.
_
j
, .
, u
of Mr. and Mrs. Henrv York for
Rockland vessels. I am told. Capt. ,
ture." he says, "but in every instance
Edward Harris, brother of Frank several daysthey have postponed their plans until
Harris, was master of several vessels.
Mr and Mrs Ra>fmond Rackliff lt was too late. I’m not going to wait.
including Mystic Tie. Chapparel. entertained Mr. and Mrs. John I am doing this while I am young
Carrie May. sloops Twilight and WiBet of Bangor over the weekend.
enough to appreciate and enjoy the
Mrs.
Ralph
Whidden
and
Island Belle. These sloops carried; Mr. and
---------- —
• .........
........I trip."
stone from the quarries at State ®°n Bernard of Saugus, Mass., are ■
broadcast to his American
Point. Long Cove and Clark Island, j
of Mr- and Mrs- Elbert Bur‘ ' audience via short wave from at
The Washburns of Thomaston built ,on
least five places enroute around the
several n'c? vessels at Port Clyde
Frank WaU went MondaV <° Ve world. Plans have been made to
in the Eighties.
rona t0 ’Company home Mrs. Wall go on the air in Cairo, Java, Bang
This is ancient history but it jwh0 has been vU1Un« thfrt ^VPral kok and ln Australia, and Hawaii.,
makes nice reading for those who.
wlth her aunt Mrs H?ath
Since his radio debut a few years ago
like to know what the business was
Mrs CalLie Mom11 entertained at he has written and produced nearly.
and those people who have done her home last Thursday at supper two thousand rural skits ln his vari
their work and have passed on to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Sawyer of Rock ous series over National Broadcast
their reward It ls interesting to ‘land and Mr and Mrs- Michael Dc>1- ing Company networks, and he ex
know that most of the laborers in i minich °f Thomaston,
pects the trip to add greatly to his I
those days received $1.25 per day
E
\nd
ha*e material for future broadcasts.
handling ice and working in the movedJ to Hewett's Island for the
EAST FRIENDSHIP
factories at Glenmere (then Turkey cummer. In the fall they will oc
cupy the house recently vacated by
Cove).
Maurice Bradford and children of
While writing some ancient his Mr. and Mrs. Eben Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Drlnkwate" Hallowell recently visited his par- ]
tory we pass down to 1886 at Ten
ant's Harbor, or in fact the differ of Hewett's Island were weekend ents Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bradford.
Mrs. Olive Orne and Miss Helen
ent parts of the town, some things guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Mc
Fales went last Tuesday to Monhe- !
taken from "Town Talk.” These Kenzie.
pan to visit Maynard Orne and
items concern Long Cove:
tamily.
• • • •
OWL’S HEAD
Marguerite Stone spent a few days
Schooner John Bracewell sailed
Among the guests registered at “Ye last week in Thomaston with her
from here with a load of paving
Anchor Inn." Miss Estar SJorblom. of cousin Madeline Harrington.
stone for Fifth avenue. New York.
Supt. John Sherriff's lost one of Finland; Mr. and Mre. Dewey. Lake
John Haaganen of Boothbay re
Placid. N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. David cently visited his sister Mrs. Sappala.
his large horses last week.
Levy, Jamaica, L. I.. N Y.; Mr. and
Items from Martinsville:
Ralph Copeland has been visit
Joseph Jones and Howard Clark Mrs. Albert Dutt, Hackensack, N. J.; ing his aunt Mrs. Sanford Hyler in
Mr. and' Mrs. Joseph Rabiner, Chi Thomaston.
arrived home last week.
Joseph Meservey has gone to Ban cago.
M. A. Orne of Monhegan recently
gor with Capt. Jones in Schooner
visited his mother Mrs. Olive Orne.
wonderful sermon. A large crowd
Ophir.
Mrs. Charles Murphy of the village
F. O. Martin is soon to return from was present.
and Mrs. Dwight Stanley and chil
Wiley’s Comer:
Camden, his hotel being closed for
dren, Alfred and Sherman of Mon
A. K. Wiggin and family have hegan spent Wednesday with Mrs.
the season.
J. W. Hupper attended the horse moved into their new house.
A. G. Jameson and Thursday with
Schooner Eliza Levensaler salted! Mrs. Frankie Miller.
race at Camden last week. His
fine horse Hector got a record of for New York the first of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of
Schooner
Ringleader. Thomas, Falmouth were guests last week
2.44
arrived from New York via Boston Sunday at A. A. Orne's.
Tenant’s Harbor and vicinity:
James Hall arrived home Sunday. last Monday.
R. W. Bradford attended the fu
We are always glad to sec "Bub"
Alva Oilchrest and Charles Watts neral of the late George Benner at
back again.
took a trip to Union last Sunday.
the Village Thursday afternoon.
Capt. David Wall of Schooner
It is quite interesting to chronicle
Mr. Harley and crew from the
Jesse Hart arrived homc Sunday some of the events that took place State Highway Dept. have been in
from Boston.
in our town so long ago and what this place the past few days tarrinq
Capt. Eleazer Barter arrived home the people were doing then. Most the roads.
Sunday in Schooner Samuel Hart.
of our population then depended on
Mrs. Roy Morton and daughter
Joshua Allen is having his house the sea for a living. Now that is Sarah returned home Wednesday
shingled and painted.
about all gone, although ln the har from Grand Manan after visiting
Cyrus B. Willard has traded horses bor this week two large three-mast relatives there for several weeks.
with Thomas Barter. Look out Ler ed vessels were held here owing to
mond!
the long "easterly." One was loaded
Capt. D. Frank Wall has lately with coal, bound for Calais.
Gilchrest
had his new house plastered and
Well folks, we have a lot more to
Monumental Works
Intends to occupy it soon.
write about if Mr. Editor permits
Main Strait
Rev. Dr. G. *P. Mathews occupied us to keep on.
Elmer E. Allen.
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
the pulpit at the Sunday evening
(Permission promptly granted on a
Telephone Connection
service Get. 10 and preached a full time, unrestricted basis.—Ed.1

Of the Days

When They

HEALTHY NERVES
TO PUT A DRY FLY WHERE YOU WANT IT

EVERY TIME

•ABOVEMILDNESS COMES FIRST
in a cigarette, according to Mr.
Neu, for enjoyment and for the
sake of your nerves. Camel’a
rich, inviting flavor alwaye
see mi to lay, “Have another."

• ABOVE - ARTHUR J. NEU, of East Orange,
N. )., pulls in a nice one! Few men know the im
portance of healthynervcs better than Art Neu docs.
He is national champion in dry-fly casting for accu
racy. Just as a stunt, Mr. Neu has frequently flicked
the ash oif a friend's cigarette with a fly at 35 feet!

• RIGHT - A DAY'S SPORT is more enjoyable
with plenty of Camels along, because you can smoke
all you want—and still be ready for more when eve
ning comes! Camel's costlier tobaccos never get on
your nerves...never tire your taste 1 Camels arc
better for steady smoking. It is more fun to know!

Steady Smokers turn to Camels
Arthur J. Neu, champion fly-caster, says:

“Dry-fly fishing is a delicate art that takes the
best a man’s got in steadiness of hand and
eye. To win the championship in accuracy
at casting a dry fly, I had to have healthy
nerves. And yet I smoke steadily—all I want
to—without disturbing my nerves. That’s
because I prefer Camels. There is no ques
tion but that they arc milder. And their rich,
inviting flavor seems to say, ‘Have another.’ ”

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW
Camels arc made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other
popular brand. The more

you smoke them, the more

Turn to Camels. Like Mr. Neu you will find that
Camels are milder...that their flavor suits your
taste . .. that steady smoking never jangles
your nerves. So begin today!

you’ll like them. Costlier

tobaccos do taste better.

stew was the principal dish on the
from this place were Mrs. Emma V.
WALDOBORO
SOUTH WARREN
! menu and out door sports were en
Leach, Mrs. A. A. Clark. Mrs. J. F
George Lermond is driving a new I Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Waltz of joyed by the 25 members and guests.
Curtis Weed who has been at the Heald. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald,
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler and
Amesbury, Mass , are guests of MLss
Ford.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leman
Oxton,
J.
J.
home of Mrs. Alton Russell motored |
Mbs Orace Titus of South Eliot are
Saturday with Rev. G. F. Currier to j Dunbar and Edgar Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner oi Isabelle and Miss Dorothea Waltz.
Mrs. C. B. Waltz of Everett, Mass., 1 at the Levensaler camp. Back Cove.
Warren village were recent callers on
the Good Will School at Hinckley,
The Homemakers Society held a
WASHINGTON
I is with hcr sister, Mrs. Ida Achorn for
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Jordan.
where he will remain.
The Ladies' Guild met at the Ma- ; Mrs. Olive Fales entertained the an indefinite stay. Mr. Waltz was successful lawn party and food sale
Recent visitors and callers at thc
Thursday afternoon and evening.
sonic dining room last Tuesday. The Larkin Club at her homc last week. here over the weekend.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton
usual amount of fancy work was done Mrs. Isma Hopkins of Fredericksburg,
I.
S.
Bailey,
who
has
been
passing
were Mr. and Mrs. James Connors
and ice cream and cake sold.
APPLETON RIDGE
VA., and Mrs. Doris Maxey were spe a vacation of two weeks in town, has
of Massachusetts and Mr. and Mrs.
The community was saddened to cial guests of the club.
returned
to
Merlon,
Pa.
Ralph Thurston of Waterville. The
Mr and Mrs Maurice Powell of
learn of the sudden death of Mrs. L.
Mrs. Rose York of EaJt Madison,
Mr. and Mrs. William Black of
latter came to Rockland to attend
Bridgewater. Mass., were supper and
L. Morton last Thursday.
Haininontnwn,
N.
J.,
have
opened
son
and
daughter
Vera
Cristol
have
the funeral of Mrs. W. N. Benner. :
Overlooks orchestra plays at Bel been guests of h"r mother Mrs Mat- llicir home here for the summer livening guests Monday of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Fogler and five ' mont next Wednesday night.
Mrs. Austin Towle.
tie Perkins at uie homc of Frank months.
children who aie summering at j
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Esma Hanlon of Bangor, for- | Adams.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle are
Peak's Island, Portland Harbor.' merly of Cooper’s Mills, called on Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jordan, ac making preparations for their annual ' Edward Ames who were recently mar
were recently the guests of Mrs. M. Ella Brann and Mr and Mrs. Harvey
companied by Mrs. Lisette Jordan rale on the lawn of the church next ried in New Hampshire.
A. and Miss Mary Fogler.
Mooers last week. Mrs. Hanlon was visited Mrs. Ada Jenkins ln St. George week.
Mrs Olive Cargill ot Warren visit
Mrs. M. A. Fogler entertained the lormerly Esma Ellis.
Miss Catharine Tuck and Mtss ed hcr sister Mrs. Hazie Perry, MonThursday.
Mission Circle Thursday afternoon, j Arthur Johnston and Erville Bart
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones ol Mary Tuck of Quincy, Mass., are ' day.
at which time it was voted to hold a lett, who havc been attending the Thomaston visited relatives here last visiting Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Chaples
public supper at thc church dining , Century of Progress Exhibition in Tuesday.
Duane.
I were guests Tuesday evening of Mr.
room Wednesday of this week.
Chicago for several weeks, reached | Mrs. Lizelte Joidan, having a week's
Mrs Nelson Thompson of Malden. and Mrs Austin Towle.
Mrs. Rappley returned Wednesday homc Saturday with plenty of thrill vacation from her duties as com Mass., is visiting Mrs. Annie Thomp
Mr. and Mrs. O. W Currier and
to her home in Walpole after a short, ing experiences to relate.
panion to Mrs. Ella Achorn in Rock son.
Mi Chrystal L. Stanley motored to
visit with hcr daughter Mrs. Bert | Miss Evelyn Bartlett is in Provi land. has been visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hall and Mtss Waterville Thursday. Mr. Currier re
Andrews and family.
dence for an indefinite time to be
Kenneth Fales has had the roof ol Ella Hall of Bangor and Mr and maining at the hospital there for an
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nash are with her sister who is convalescing his house newly painted.
Mrs. Roy Peaslee and three daugh operation upon his eye. Friends are
visiting thc latter's parents Mr. and from a serious operation.
Malcolm Watts of Thomaston is ters of Cbncord. N. IL. havc been re wishing for him thebe; ,f success.
Mrs. Gustave Lane.
The Sunday schools of West Wash working for O. B Libby during hay cent guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and
Hattie E. Hatch of Abington. Mass.,
Mrs. Walter Wheeler was hostess ington and Washington Mills, will ing.
< Miss Marcia Blaney.
is guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and
to the Tuesday Club last week. To have a picnic at Harold Kalcr's shore.
Maurice Hatch of Arlington. Mass.,
The Sunny-Side-Up Club met at daughter.
night the meeting is with Mrs. Mary July 21. A lunch will be partaken of is spending a vacation here with his the Medomak Athletic hall with 15
It is pleasing to the friends of
Andrews.
at noon, after which there will be J family at the Spear homestead.
members present.
, Charles Newbert to know that al
Much sympathy Is extended to | games and bathing for those who I Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. A
Mr. and Mrs James Walker of though he cannot walk as the result
Mrs. M. J, Oxton in the death of her wish, and a social time for all classes. R Jordan were Mr. and Mrs. William Billerica. Mass., nnd Miss Annie of a broken hip which he .'Ustalned
daughter Mrs. W. N. (Fostella* Ben- i All will be welcome whether a mem Crockett of Toronto, Ont.; Mrs. L. D. Bennett of Boston are guests this last September, he can get out of doors
ner. Mrs. Oxton who had been at ber of the Sunday school or not. Albee of Fort Lauderda'e. Fla.; Mr. week of Miss Clara Gay and Miss in his wheel chair these fine summer
the home of her daugnter for sev Take a lunch box and bathing suit, and Mrs. Ray Hopkins and daughter , Dora Gay at Martin's Point.
days and exchange cheery greetings
eral weeks during her illness will and have a good time with the Helen of Fredericksburg, Va., and Mr.
Thc Lions were royally entertained with friends as they pass by. He re
remain there for the present. Among kiddies. The Vacation Bible School and Mrs. John G. Robbins of Wash at, the summer home of John H. Mil ceives nilany callers both from the
those who attended thc funeral of South Somerville is to Join them. ington, D. C.
j ler at Medomak last week. Lobster j home town and surrounding place®.
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UNCLE HENRY’S WEDDING
Waldoboro arid found there enjoyUNION
| ing the weekend nine of their old
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Berg of Som- | Entertainment Sponsored by LegionWilliam T. Smith, well known busi- j time friends and neighbors from
ness man, has a strong conviction j Attleboro, Mass.
ervilie, Mass., are visiting Mr. and naiies Glvrs ’ Un.'an a. Happy
Evening
that business is on the up-grade peT- J The Baptist Sunday School has
Mrs. Charles J. Morton.
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
manentiy. As evidence he named j voted to suspend the transportation
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Howell of
------Elizabeth,
N.
J.,
have
drived
and
will
‘
‘
Uncle
Henr
y'
s
Wedding
”
spon(Special) Leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
two contracts that have recently ' of scholars from North Cushing and
spend the summer vacation at the sored by Storer-Collins Post of Uplon
come to him—the first the re-tubing ! South Warren for the remaining
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
Robbins homestead. They were ac- and presented there the first three
of a high pressure boiler in the Sundays in July, and for August.
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $3.50
Georges River Mills at Warren; the
Benjamin Copeland, a former resicompanied by Mrs. M. E. Judkins who evenings of last week took the audiFOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
second, the installation of a combina- dent, came to town Saturday afterhas been passing the winter with . ence qUite by storm an(j the hall was
tion air conditioning and heating sys- noon. Mr. Copeland's business place
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
| them.
i filled to capacity Tuesday and Wed
tern in the Borden cottage in Cam- ! is Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. E. W. Webber of Dover-Fox85&87
nesday evenings with an audience
den.
Miss Ginn of Caribou is the guest
croft is guest of her daughter Mrs.
Paul Jones
■ among whom were seen people from
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Emery of Port- of Mrs. Charles H. Washburn. Miss
land arrived in town Sunday morn- i Ginn had employment with Mrs.
Rev. C. H B Seliger and family Appleton, Rockland, South Hope and
>1*
ing. Richard Woodcock who had Washburn for a long time,
are moving to Rockland and many Waldoboro as well as Union.
visited them returned with them to
Fred Hinckley came down from
frientte here deeply regret their de
Promptly at 8.15 Mrs. Addle Mitch
•«
his home on Hyler street. Mr. and Boston Monday night on a vacation
parture.
ell took her place at the piano and
FULL PINT
ONE nlx-foot second hand McCormick
Mrs. Emery continued on to Jones- of one week.
Alfred Roscoe Avery has returned
mowing machine for sale. H. C. BUBER,
the opening witn song numbers by
port taking with them their daughMrs. Robert D. Leeper who has
fro;a a vacation fcf two weeks in
Warren. Me.
84-86
the
wedding
guests
began,
the
folter Charlene who has been visiting I been spending a week in Boston, has
Winslow with relatives
R**^*****’******M FLORENCE circulating oil heater for
PRINTED silk coat, brown and tan.! »»*'• used only 4'„ months. Like new.
Mrs. Charles H. B. ^eliger and ' Iowln« representing the guests: Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock, and j returned home.
Llmerock or Main Sts., City. CALL! Heats five to six rooms Will tully guardaughter Mrs. Stephen A. Harboush Howard, Joan Bumheimer, Homer lost
their niece Miss Elizabeth Woodcock, i Miss Edith Gilmore motored down
llgi.M
84«861 antee. Cost $82 50; will sell for $50
.
......
_——----- ;----- —--------- x-rr cash. F. H. RONKEY, Tenant s Harbor.
recently spent a few days with friends Carro11 of North Waldoboro; FranThe trip was made to Jonesport to Sunday from Kezar Falls to hear
LADY 8 hand bag lost between Bath
84-86
MIRACLE WHIP— QUART
Camden, containing money
Re- i
visit a brother of Mrs. Emery who j Mrs. Carl Oray speak at the Baptist
aad relatives in Lhowhegan.
ees MacDonald, Alice Brock, Mary and
____
NEW
MILCH
cow
and
calf
for
sale.
ward lf returned to STATE POLICE
84*861 MARTIN HAMALAINEN. West Rockis ill.
! Church Sunday evening. Miss GilRev. Charles H. B. Seliger is again Pcc^bam Sybil Hawes, Thelma Han BARRACKS. Thomaston.
LARGE CAN
<A
LAUNDRY
Port-___
84*86
Edward Stone is visiting his sister more returned home Monday.
oi home after a short but delightful nan’ Edith Cameron, Isabel Abbott, salesman s brief case lost between
FOR SALE—10-12 weeks old pigs and
trip through Gardiner. Augusta and’ Bcverly Simmons, Laura Wallace, NuUfV orU”avellat ttorndikeJhotkl
Mrs. Maude Silva in Medford, Mass. I The Missionary Society of the Fed____ : shoats. white, red or black. $4 each.
83-85
1
Add
15 cents for crate when ordering
Portland
• pllYBi8 Hannan, Miriam Niemi, Sonja J or Tel. 146-R Reward
Miss Alice (teorge is spending this crated Church will meet with Mbs
_ by mall. STOVER FEED MFQ. CO on
— , track at 86 Park St., next below ArHerman Merriam of Morrill was ln 'Vallenlus. Reino Pecknaen, Robert
week with Mrs. Fred Kenniston in Cora Fogerty, at the home of Miss
R ! mours. Tel, 1200________
85-87
•
Harriet Levensaler, this afternoon at
town last week calling on his old iParris' Ellston MacFarland, Carlton R
Union.
»
LARGE 5 07, BOTTLE
•
LADlEa Reliable nair goods at RocaMr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames spent 2 o’clock.
friends, the Seliger family.
i1’8?80"* Curtls P8*8™*,
♦ I land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
♦
. solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-*.
Reuben Meservey fell Sunday
Sunday at Megunticook lake with
Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt and Misses j Esancy, William Hilt, Robert Mitch ♦
big BOTTLE
ONLY "
■
_______
78-tf
R
'
r.ight
and
received
serious
injury
to
ell,
Theodore
Mitchell,
James
MacCamden friends.
ROOMERS wanted, with or without I Promp?°trvlc*M tRIE^ARDWABE T-n
* • • •
his hip. He is at his home on Beech
CO.
Hallowell recently. They were ac Edward, and Foster McEdward of board, ln private famlly. MRS E C. I' Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE 78-tf
Charles McGinnis of Boston ar wood street.
Union; Susan Gath and Annie Hart, grant, 184 South Main st. Tel. 526-M 1 •
companied by Mrs. Charles Shepard
80-tf I ONE HORBE truck wagon, horse sleds.
rived Saturday and joined his family
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen of
owavv
nronf.H ♦.xi.
fork, apple barrels. Sharpies sepaas far as Randolph where she visited
Hope
.
i SMALL electric radio wanted, table rntor for khIp ci ifwirt) fappiii »
at their cottage on Beechwood street. Lewiston came Monday for a vaca
TALL CAN
The cast, all parts unusually well j model preferred._ Write description Warren, Me
CLIFFORD CARROLL,
her old friend Mrs. Omah Achorn
E. K. Winchenbach and family mo tion visit with the former's sister,
for the day. Mrs. Hilt and the |
“nd acted. Uncle Henry Write H. C.. care The Courier-Gazette.
MERRILL piano, upright, for sale,
85-87
jqc
tored to Gardiner Sunday to visit Miss Belle Cullen.
priced reasonable
Can be seen at 11
TEN BOY8 12 to 14 years, wanted to STANLEY LANE.
Misses Bean were also guests of Mrs. bachelor bridegroom, Dr M O.
85*87
Mrs. Stella Newbert's former home.
Unless present signs fail, Maryon
Stephenson of Union; Samantha do light pleasant work afternoons and
FORD 2-door sedan. 1832. excellent
Achorn for the afternoon.
_
„ , „
,
. Saturdays
Good pay. Apply by letIn the evening Mrs. Newbert's sons Blacklngton. four-year-old daughter
------- RED WING
Green, Uncle Henry s promised wife, ter to JT, care Courier-Gazette
85*lt condition, paint like new. $385. Ford
Mrs. Ethel Griffin entertained a
pick up. all ready for the road. $185.
Harold and Russell came to Thom of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blacklngton
Mrs. Ruby Miller of Waldoboro; Lawexcellent opening for high type FIREPROOF OARAGE. Tel. 889. RockNORWEGIAN
few friends Saturday evening in
nr^., .. .. e, . aggressive person ln this locality. Ex- land._________________________ 84-86
aston and on thelr return their of Beechwood street, will make a suc
yer Brown,
James
Dornan,
East
,,
‘
rlence
unnecessary Write REAL SILK
honor of Mrs. Agnes Creighton's
Ilia TWO LB. JAR
FOR SALE Two pure white male
mother accompanied them to make a cessful business woman. She decided
Union Susan, Mrs. Marian Burgess* hosiery mills. 142 High st., Hortbirthday anniversary.
» i
~
land. Maine
•
85-lt Spitz pups, three mouths old. STOVER
that she wanted a pretty kitten she
visit in Gardiner.
Jack, William Hawes; Ted, Reino Ol—
-----—
-----;
--------„
FEED MFG CO on track at 86 Park
FORMOSA OOLONG
MAN wanted on farm.
MRS N H SL, next below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
Ralph Whitney of Portland was a
Miss Myrtle Wolf went to Monhe- saw in the Newcastle Grain Store on
son; Harris, Lloyd Martin; Mary, LITTLE. Warren. Tel. Warren 15-21
85-8
business
visitor
in
town
Thursday
84*86
gan Monday where she has an en Knox street. She went home and
Miss Marguerite Jones; Marie, Miss unTOro with .rn.li ehlirt wi.he.
jqc
' STANDING HAY on my farm on Clarry
and Friday
gagement for the remainder of the cut off some blossoms her grand
Uulse Grinnell; Virginia, Mrs. Bliss
worUngXuM^Xr; n«t. S}nd^U7L
C‘“ R<£&
Miss Linnie Brewer of Rockland is Puller; Eliza, Mrs. Prances Lucas all dependable: country preferred. WAite
mother was saving for Sunday deco
season.
84*86
MODERN showcase for sale at rea
A. B. C.. care Courier-Gazette.
the guest of Mrs. Oeorge Fossett.
Ira Oliver has employment with rations, returned to the store and
of Union; Rastus, Gilbert Doughty,
....------ --------------- rr---- :---- sonable price CALL 684-M.______ 84-86
6 '■
WANTED to buy an upright pianoMr. and Mrs. W. S. Counce of „ ,
bought the kitten with the flowers.
Charles Burgess in Union.
South Hope: O'Flarity, Donald Me-1 Price must be reasonable. Write N B* NEW DODGE and Plymouth for sale.
Camden visited friends in this place
84*86 also 3-26 Packard Sedan. 3-43 Packard
George Oliver of Waldoboro visit Sunday afternoon she with two girl
Edward, Union; Mugs, Harold Sabin,, *care this office
seven pass. Sedan; 28 Bulck four pass.
n.r>_ ...
,
-,
. .
HAY, wanted to buy 100 tons hay Coupe, ’29 Studebaker Sedan. 31 De
Sunday.
ed his brother Clayton and wife Sun- companions appeared at the door of
Palermo, Brother Jones, Alvah Ames, j p h Maloney, South Thomaston JTrr
Luxe Plymouth Sport Roadster. 1830
Miss
Edith
Cameron
is
at
Knox
day. He was accompanied home by an ex-Sunday School superintendent
Union;
Tel. 371-21.
______ -••• Dodge 8 Sedan, and others. HENRY K.
Hospital receiving treatment.
his brother who will visit him for a an<j solicited his purchase of another
POSITION
wanted
by
experienced
ALLEN Tel. 8007 Tenant's Harbor.
Brothers and sisters of the shrine:
boro, Ellen A. Smith, Coopers Mills,
and bookkeeper Whole or
85*87
PEMAQUID D. A. R.
Mrs. Walter Hill and children and Mrs. Herbert Cunningham, Mrs. . stenographer
few days.
bunch of flowers from grandmother's
part
time.
References.
Miss
N
E
Miriam Fleming, Belmont, Mass..
THREE BURNER Perfection oU stove
maid who are visiting her mother at Blanche Johnston, Mrs. Frances ' OREELEY »»
Betty Ann Gillis is visiting her garden, the price ten cents. The
------.
« ■ ««»• m*89 for sale. In excellent condition MRS
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. John flowers were bought and the girls Chapter Women Visit Mont- Frances C. McIntyre, Watertown, Appleton were guests Friday of her
sr-- T u , o
IBTCYCLE wanted
Must be
ue In
iu good
guvu EDWARD ROBINSON, 48 Main St..
Crooker. Mrs. Isabel Sprague. Mah- condition, at a reasonable price. RALPH Thomaston.
84*86
Mass., E. P Owen. Medford, Mass.,
struck
out
for
the
stores
to
buy
candy
aunt Mrs. Bertha Bryant.
Robinson in Rockland.
pelier and View Its Attrac Ruth T. Brown, Linwood, Mass.
| lan Turner, Earl Boynton. Francis 1 RAWLEY. 120 Llmerock St________ 82*tf
PAIR of work horses for sale. Price
George Springer of Mansfield. Ten pieces were purchased and three
Really it seems that autumn is just ] Howes, Mrs Marian Mitchell, of PROBATE WORK wanted Eleven reasonable. A. E WOTTON. Friendship
tions With Delight
years' experience ln Probate Office.
Conn., was guest of Mr. and Mrs. of each kind were counted out to
around
the corner to see the reunions Washington; Mrs. Thelma Cole, Ross EDNA M. PAY8ON. 81 Grace St Tel.
NO. WARREN SUNDAY SCHOOL
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Motorcycle for
81-tf sale
each girl, Maryon taking the tenth j Pemaquid Chapter. Daughters of
Clayton Oliver Friday.
' and fairs advertised in The Courier- Cunningham. Liberty: Miss Crystal 163-M.
Oood running condition.
New
POSITION
as
chef
or
order
cook
want

front
tire. MAURICE R SNOW. Tel.
Elmer Biggins of Monson was guest piece for doing the business.
[Stanley, Appleton; Mrs. Aubyne ed Beat of reference*. H. T. PERRY. 1059-W
83-85
the American Revolution, of Aina, Presents The Pageant. "God’s Chil- Gazette
St. Cecilia's Choir is sponsoring a
*tf
of Dr. Crie for the weekend, return
dren All”
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Shepard spent i Hawes, Mrs. Ariel Leonard, Mrs. Grace St.. City.
USED A. B. gas range. In good con
food and candy sale to be held Sat represented by the Regent, Mrs.
ing home Sunday afternoon.
dition for sale. Apply A. W GREGORY.
July 12 with Mr. and Mrs. Cleon i Nancy Ayer, Herbert Messer, Bliss
32
Camden St., city.
83-85
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings and urday in Walsh’s store. There is to1 Theodore L. Clark, several officers,
The North Warren Sunday School Butler it being the occasion of Mrs. Fuller. George Cameron, Union; first
WHEN you are planning io sell your
children, their guest Edward Catland, be a fine variety of food and candy members and friends, enjoyed an which holds regular sessions in the Butler's birthday anniversary.
gangster, SuloJuura; second gangster,
chickens and fowl, call PFTER EDWARD6 Tel. 806-J . Rockland.
78-tf
and Eleanor Woodcock made a trip at reasonable prices. The sale will- outing at Montpelier, Thomaston, Anderson schoolhouse recently preMr. an(j Mrs a. O. Butler of Rock- John Howard, Union; Rev. Mr. TurFITTED hard wood and Junks, per
to Ellsworth Sunday.
Although start at 1 p. m.
Saturday. They were greeted on £ented the pageant Gods Children iantj were caiiers on Mr. and Mrs. , nipseed, Rev. ChaHes H. B. Seliger,
I WILL work a full week, longer 11
»: fltted soft wood. $6. T. J. CARmuch work has been done in clearing
The summer sale of the Methodist their arrival at Montpelier by the All” in
deslred. for anybody, doing anything. ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
, Grange hall. The pageant cleon Butier Wednesday,
. also on Mr. Union.
for
$10.
CHARLES
H.
NYE.
Tel
585
the ruins and rebuilding, the city has Ladies’ Aid will be held Wednesday President of the Knox Memorial As- w“ introduced by Esther Tolman Butler's sister Mrs. Davidson in ApSpecialties included between the
84*86
much of desolation to show its great on the Congregational Church lawn,
iaUon Mrs C A Creighton and who announced the coming of the pleton.
NOTICE—This Is to notify all that
flrst and second acts were: High
_ -_____ n__
from this date I will pay no bills other
—------at* 10 a. m.
“ *There
’*'*-- ™
i" be a
'
j-.
„
Child who would bring Peace to the
disaster.
| opening
will
• • • •
by a delegation from Gen. Knox1
Stepping Johnny, Walter Ayer, Pan- tpan those contracted by myself elmer
Mr. and Mrs. William Hoffses. fine variety of aprons and useful artiearth, followed by Richard Burgess,
Y'e Greene Arbour
talette Girl. Herbert Messer; Annie. L. LEACH. Warren. Me. July 18. 1!^eg. w*»*»**<***«>«.*****^
Chapter. Daughters of the American
who told the story of Jesus as a boy
Mrs. Frances Libby, and George Ken- j cles. cooked food and home made
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Mrs. Harriet Stickney was hostess the bathing beauty. Bliss Fuller; The
Kgy8, KgY8-, KgY8,
Revolution, Miss Edith Lenfest, Re
nedy, all of Portland were guests of 1 candy. Light lunches with hot coffee
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
at Nazareth; Woodbury Robinson,
' at a" recent luncheon which included ' Sheik of Union. Harold Sabin; Miss order Keys made to fit locks when ballast roller Phone 791. CRIE HARDgent. Mrs. Maria Copeland and Mrs.
told of Jesus as a youth, and Albert the following ladies: Mrs W. W Hoopskirt, George Cameron; Mrs car.tIl^:ode>Sbi»kilOprovlde UkeysU?o7 all WARE CO, 408 Main St__________ 78-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffses for the will be served.
Annie Willey.
Hill, as a young man. all dressed in
weekend, returning Monday
UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 4 rooms
Boynton, Belmont. Mass ; Mrs. WH-] Bloomer, Alexander Fuller: HenSiXd^F^Pt
I Pemaquid Chapter is the latest to
Toilet, lights; rent reasonable Inquire
PORT CLYDE
Jewish costume.
RALPH
RICHARDS. 25 Franklin 8t
sonable
prices
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.
liam Elllngwood, Mrs. George H. pecked Husband, Ralph Starrett;1
be formed ln the Maine organization
Mrs Levi Griffin of Stockton
Helen Hill represented the "Spirit
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791. 78-tf _____________________ 85*87
Welch,
Rockland;
Mrs.
Ralph
WalBeau
Brummell,
Raymond
Hannon
of
Mrs.
Everett
Spaulding
of
Central
of
D
AE.
being
the
39th,
and
was
orSprings is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
FURNISHED house of five rooms to
cf Good Will" and Josephine Lennox
Union; Jo, the life guard. Charles
let. rent reasonable, good neighborhood,
Falla and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Me ganized Oct. 26, 1932. Although its the "Spirit of Things As They Ought lace. Union.
Dawson Brewer.
plenty
of sunlight. ROBERT U. COL................................
and
w' L- HUPP” and Sc*181161-* Appleton; Traffic Cop,
IJNS 375 Main St Tel. 77.
83-tf
John Robinson and family includ servey and daughter Eleanor of Cran span of life has been short Pemaquid To Ee." xFreda .Jameson
in Chinese
Chapter is a live and energetic band ^-ulnc *ang**"God's”children Live ?randchildren William Livingston. Walter Burgess, Union. In addition
TENEMENT of four rooms flrst floor,
ing Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bicknell ston, R. I., were visitors Thursday of
furnished, with bath, to let. MRS
oA patriotic women, numbering (n Many’Lands." Boys and girls with ' Jean Livingston, Margaret Hupper between acts two and three, a dancMr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons.
have removed to Rockland.
HELEN HALL. Olencove.
83-85
among
its
members
several
women
of
.
na
,
iors
me
,
hovs
and
eirls
Bowman,
have
been
house
guests
for
ln
8
act
in
costume
was
put
on.
Mrs.
Horace
Benner,
son
Ronald
FURNISHED
cottage,
seven
rooms,
to
Battery F, 240th C. A. returned
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
note,
both
socially
and
professionally
of
America
w
ith
their
flag
and
that
!
‘
he
P
ast
lwo
weeks.
They
left
Thurs-1
Approximately
90
persons
took
part
let
at
Bayside.
Northport.
Modern
con1
ioma.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
A
ROCK7g
Saturday bag and baggage. The ex and daughter Doris have returned
in thia nlav The nrnceeds were di- veniences. Two minutes from shdre. LAND WATER CO TeJ
The program for the day consisted i Qf the church
were followed , day for Honolulu, their itiner- in mis pia>. ine proceeds were ai postomce and stores. A. W GREGORY.
pected had happened to them, in that from Matinicus Island after spend
83-85 i TWO first class tenements. Janitor
vided between the Storer-Collins 416 Main st.. Rockland.
I ••rvlee, heat, all modern, flrst floor.
they were kept busy all of the time. ing two weeks with Mrs. Benner's par of a trip through beautiful Mont- by Amiilo Hill wh0 carried a large j ar>' including the Century of Progress
LERMOND POND CAMP to let by day good location
Very low rent
Apply
pelier.
with
which
the
Daughters
pro?
j
Qbe
Qf
thp
WQrld
and
caUed
t0
the
Exposition
in
Chicago.
Several
famPost
and
*
U
*
lli<
“
j
5
'
°
f
J?
110
.
11
J
1
”
*
or week
Accommodates six MRS MEN'S SHOP. Park St
81*86
The first week was spent in practice ents. Mr and Mrs. Frank Moorlan.
LUTHER
A.
CLARK.
Tel.
46,
Thomas|
-------------------Mrs. Clara Marshall of Gardiner fessed themselves delighted, followed
t0 he]p make the world a ; Uy dinner parties were given during members or the High school Band
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
with the 155 m.m. G. P. F.. making a
which was organized last winter by tonM"tf 1 b?1.1?. *5_let._adults only. Inquire LILis guest of Mrs. George Robbins.
by a lunch in the Museum room, friendly one xn united in singing ' their visit.
better showing than last year. Bat
FURNI8HED apartment to let. two LIAN BICKNELL, 82 Llmerock St
1 George Law, a former Union boy, j rooms
__________ __
and private bath. 192 LIMEPOCK
•mwwsw oi.
Mrs
Ethel
White
and
daughter
of
where
later
a
most
interesting
meetj
„
God
Q(
Nations
Hear
Our
Prayer."
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
M.
Lawrence
of
tery E won the trophy. Last Thurs
i who is at Dresent a guard at the ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M.
78-tf , ———--------- —
pr2"ent' a gUara at lne m'i«
SIX ROOM house' a" "’<«'ern. to let
was a good audience and the Miami. Fla., and Rosecliff, Rockland, *no “
day evening they were entertained by Massachusetts is spending the sum- ing of the Pemaquid Chapter was
FURNISHED heated
heated apartment
apartment toi
to let
let at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment
,
.
, „ ..
State Prison, Thomaston.
. FUBNISHHJ
1a.1t „
--------St^aU
o.
Inquire 14 MASONIC ot
ST.
78-tf
orle'n't
mod‘e7n‘;‘”f-‘urnlshed aD*i£
held with Mrs. Clark, the regent, pre- Offering of $4.50 was given towards were luncheon guests Friday.__________ ’"ml1** 14
Col. Beacham and officers. Frida mer with Mrs. Lucy Marshall.
ment. 556 Main St., upstairs. Inquire
Miss
Helen
Grosvener
of
Newark,
siding.
Reports
were
given
by
memthe
R
ural
Religious
Association
work,
Other
guests
included
George
Jackwas "war night" when the battery [
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fulier-CobbDavla.
on, Miss Genevieve Mitchell, W. 8
was in operation as if an enemy were . N. J., has arrived at Le Gros Veneur bers, of the recent field day at Powas the first time this school had , son.
74-tf
I land Spring, at which 258 Maine observed any of the special Sunday [ Gushee of Portland. Mr. and Mrs.
HALF a double house to let at 83
in sight. Everybody was alert in for the summer.
Summer St. Inquire C. M HARRINOMrs. Alice Trussell has been ill the Daughters were present, and before school days and they all did their Granville Barrows of Waterville.
TON. Tel. 551-W______
7g.tf
fighting togs. Sunday was visitors’
past
week
but
is
improving.
She
is
which
Congressman
Moran
delivered
j
par
ts
well.
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 Llmeday, when 40 from Knox County
rock St. MARY WIGGIN SPEAR. Tel.
a fine address on recent events in the |-----------------Eat a lohster at Sim's, Park street,
The reconditioned used cars that we now have in
visited the company. The men re attended by Dr. Tymns.
( 883'Y________________________ 81-tf
Hiram
Ulmer
and
Miss
Melba
Ul(
Congress,
which
was
enthusiastically
PORT
CLYDE
entering
Rockland
—
adv;
turned in better condition than ever
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Oround
stock are offered at the lowest prices ever known.
’ floor All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M. M
_____
before, due largely to the service mer of Pleasant Point visited Mrs ' received.
GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St.
K-tf
If you are considering buying or exchanging your old
BANKRUPT NOTICE
rendered by their cook. Chester Vose [ Flora Davis Friday.
An interesting paper on Oen. Knox
Mrs. Tymns will entertain the Bap.
There will be a meeting of the
I
TWO
RENTS,
upper
and
lower,
at
34
car
for
a
car
of
later
model
it
’
s
going
to
pay
you
to
creditors of George A Wooster of Rockof Thomaston. The drills for the , Donald Gordon of Weeks' Mills is \ by Mrs. Harold R. Smith, read by her
circle Wednesday afternoon.
Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT
[
32
School
St.,
or
Tel.
1161-R.
81-tf
company have been cut from 48 to 36 a visitor at Mr. and Mrs. George Rob- | daughter, Miss Smith , held the close
Mrs. Sherman Benner is spending a >
^933. at^thV Knu^County
come in and look these cars over before purchasing
~~
—S—g—SB
per ycar
: bins'.
I attention of the audience and was week with her daughter Mrs. Norman , Court^House m tockiand^Matne. on the
elsewhere.
Miss Ruth Pillsbury who has em- j Lillian. Helena and Lucy Brown of warmly applauded. Miss Elizabeth j Thompson at Matinicus.
1 WhjCh time creditors may attend, prove j
Below is a partial list of the cars we have to offer
ployment in South Cushing, was in south Portland are visiting thelr - Read, of New York City and Booth- 1 Ronald Carver spent a few days
town Monday.
[ grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses! bay Harbor has long been a member ' (ast week with his brother John at business as may properly come before
you.
If*************************^**
said meeting. FREMONT J. C LITTLE
Mrs. Arlie Pillsbury is awaiting a ! Davis.
| of the Knox Memorial Association ; owl’s Head,
85-lt
Referee ln Bankruptcy
! THREE small places for sale, suitable
1931
PONTIAC CUSTOM SEDAN
[ for henneries, 3 to 15 acres, $750 to
pleasant day to return from VinalMrs. Sarah Seavey of Pleasant! and is an enthusiastic admirer of 1
$850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St
haven.
j Point is guest of Miss Lenata Mar- j Montpelier. Her remarks on Gen.
Tel 1080 _____ ____________________ 78-tf
1929
REO
SEDAN
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
Knox's arduous trip to Ticonderoga
shall.
100 ACRE TRUCK FARM. $1100 cash.
1929 BUICK SEDAN
The Sunday morning sermon at ] Mr. ar.d Mrs. Thomas Taylor of for the cannon for the siege of Bos
Three miles from center of Belfast; 2>,i
—OF THE—
story house of six rooms and pantry,
1930 PONTIAC SEDAN
‘ I Boston have been guests of Mr. and ton, showed an intimate knowledge ,
hardwood floors, electric lights, tele
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
phone. new furnace. Barn needs re
"Brotherly Love and Bombs, typify- Mrs Alden Hupper on Hupper's of the subject and a deep admiration j
.
pairs. Plenty wood. Oood large fields.
1930 HUDSON EIGHT SEDAN
for Gen. Knox and his career. The Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the c.ose of business June 30, 1933
ing the strange contradictions in the ] jsian(j
A One farm near the city. DICKEY
!
Charter
No.
1142
Re5ervc
Dhrtrlct
No.
1
AGENCY. Belfast. Maine.
85-90
1927
SEVEN
PASSENGER
SEDAN
human heart with its opposing aims
Mr. and Mrs. Rastall have returned meeting closed with a graceful speech j charter No. 1142
LAWN MOWERS (harpened Satisfac
RESOU RCES
j2js 7TJ
and purposes, and the choices made to their home ln New Jersey after of appreciation by the Regent, Mrs. j
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
1932 PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE COUPE
ered Prompt service. Phone 791, CRIE
........................................ -..............................
■ „
and to be made by mankind in gen- spending two weeks with Herbert Clark, of the courtesies accorded the ! Overdrafts discounts
12 02
..............
HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St., City.
1931
HUDSON
EIGHT
COUPE
160 000 00
United
States
Government
securities
owned
etal and by the church, as between stimpson.
visiting chapter by the Knox Memo
621.745 25
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned
100 ACRE BLUEBERRY FARM $70019.500 00
1932 PONTIAC SEDAN
self-denial and self-assertion, be- j Mrs. Weston Thompson and chil- rial Association.
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
........
156 427 24
$400 down, balance $50 a year. Three
The visiting members and friends I
-"^/^’lank."'* B*.n,t
tween brotherliness and sectarian di- j dren are visiting Mr. Thompson at
miles from village and state road; seven
108,601 89
1931
PONTIAC STD. COUPE
room dwelling, garage, woodshed, hen
1.172 79
were: Mrs. Theodore L. Clark, regent.; Outside checks and other cash items
■
vision, with a plea for not dull uni- the Tenant's Harbor lighthouse,
house. No barn. Estimate 150 cords
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. 8 Treas
1931
POi.TIAC SPT. COUPE
5,000 oo
fortuity but a neighborly working toMrs. Elise Freeman and daughtcr j of Head Tide, Mrs. William Campbell,
wood Planted crops Included. We sold
urer ......................................................... —.............. ....................................
604 90
four farms last week
Look this one
Other assets ........................................................................................................
gether. "The Value of a Name" was Gladys have returned to New Jersey 1st vice recent, of Boothbay Harbor,
1931
OLDSMOBILE SEDAN
over before It's too late. DICKEY
Total
.....................................................................
........................................
$1,208,841
28
AGENCY, Belfast. Maine.
85-90
the subject of the evening sermon, after two weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lydia Morse. 2nd vice regent,
LIABILITIES
SMALL PIECE of land wanted, ln or
During the next two weeks this 1 Mrs. Charles Jones,
Waldoboro, Mrs. Georgia Carlisle,
$100,000
00
near
Rockland.
Me
.
near
water
and
I. 1
Mrc
i Circulating notes outstanding
church will be closed, while Mr., Rev. Charles Marstella gave an chaplain,
189.420 04
main highway.
State price which
Boothbay Hui bor, Mrs. D. . Demand deposits .........................
818.555 62
must be low. p. F. M . 7 Kneeland St.,
Leach and his family are on vacation. ( illustrated lecture on his work and Paul B. Conkling, historian, Booth- I Tlme deposits ...............................
Malden. Mass
84*86
Capital account:
Preferred stock. 5000 shares, par $10 per share, reThere will be no session of Sunday experience in South America, at the ! bay Harbor, Mrs. James B. Perkins,
$200 TOTAL PRICE FOR Atlantic
tlrable at $20 per share. Common stock. 1000
Highway home. Four room cottage
School until Aug. 6.
Baptist chapel Sunday evening.
[ Miss Elizabeth F. Read and Miss
shares, par $100 per share
...............................
$150,000 00
dwelling, pump In kitchen sink, one acre
Surplus
.................................................................................
25.000 00
Miss Katherine Phillips of Glouces- { Mr. and Mrs. Thurley Hocking of ! Elizabeth H. Perkins, Boothbay Har
land. Right on highway. Bargain lf
Undivided profits—net .......................................................
15,865 62
there
ever was one. DICKEY AGENCY,
ter, and Miss Cornelia Tuttle of New-1 Massachusetts and Capt. Obed An- I bor, Mrs. Mildred Ricker, Mrs. J. J.
---------------$190 ,865 62
Belfast. Maine.
80-85
ton Center, Mass , who were guests of drews of Glenmere visited friends In i Ricker, Mrs. S. F. Ricker, Mrs. Homer
$400 TOTAL PRICE 14 ACRE FARM
Total. Including capital account ............................................................ $1,298,841 28
Six room dwelling In good condition,
Miss May Gould several days re- this place Saturday.
D. Thrasher, Springfield. Mass., Mrs. j 8UU 0{ Malne County of Knox
barn 25x30: running spring water ln
I L. S Levensaler. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
Mrs. Norman Thompson and daugh Zoa M. Thrasher, Springfield, Mrs.
turned to their homes Saturday.
dwelling; $400 cash takes lt. DICKEY
the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
AGENCY, Belfast, Maine.
80-85
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith and ter Virginia Edith and infant son J. K. True, Portland, Mrs. G. M.
L. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of July, 1933.
son William were treated to a real have returned to ther home on Ma Carleton, Aina, Miss Lydia B. Morse,
|Seal I
J. WALTER STROUT, Notary Public.
thrill and surprise Sunday morning tinicus after spending the month with North Waldoboro, Miss Lida A Bur
Correct—Attest:
FRANK D ELLIOT
when in response to a telephone call her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman leigh, Dorchester, Mass., Ada J. Cof
LEVI SEAVEY
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1000
HENRY E. MCDONALD
they went to Tide Water Farm in Benner.
fin, Wiscasset, Ina H. Smith, Waldo-

THOMASTON

QUAKER STAGES BUS

J. J. NEV/BERRY D.
Ci

FOOD BARGAINS

A

j

SPECIALS JULY 17th TO 22mf

h Everybody’, Column

PURE GRAPE JUICE "* 16

—

: LOST AND FOUND •

KRAFTS SALAD DRESSING

Cleanser, 3 for | UC SOAP, 3 for

U.I
4
1 Oc

Stuffed Olives | |)p KETCHUP,
Grapefruit, can

Sweet Peas, can
Sardines, can

RICE, 3 lbs

5c

Tomatoes, can

1 Oc

WANTED

07c

9c
fjn Pure Preserves/ 5c
4
TEA, lb.
| 9c
Sliced Peaches,

1 LB. PKG. DOMINO CONF. SUGAR 6 l-2c

MISCELLANEOUS

TO LET

Summer Cottages

HAVE YOU SEEN?

;

Wrecking Service
Body and Fender Work Painting

BUICK and PONTIAC
Parts

and

Service

C. W. HOPKINS

i

Directors.

REAL ESTATE

•

Every-Other-Bay
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Prank H. Whitney, Mrs. Bertha
Raymond and Miss Sarah Smith
motored Saturday to Ellsworth
Palls, where they called upon Mr.
Whitney's uncle, R. W. Whitney,
who will be 97 in October, but who
appears to be as sound as the pro
verbial nut mentally and physically.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Rogers ot
Greenville were weekend guests of
thetr daughter-in-law, Mrs. Addle
Rogers. They returned home Mon
day accompanied by Mrs. Rogers
and daughter Margaret, who will
visit them for ten days.
Miss Etta Brown of Augusta spent
the weekend with her grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rankin, Cedar
street.
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger has moved
here from Union and is occupying
Mrs. Fred Clark's house, corner
of North Main and Warren streets.

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Poster
and Miss Flora Pish were in Wal
doboro Sunday to attend the funeral
of J. T. Vanner.

Miss Marion Healey of Springfield. Mass., who is visiting relatives
here, has returned from a short
cruise on the yacht Gitana. She was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Swan of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Starkey of
Sagamore, Mass., were weekend
visitors in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker who
have been spending two weeks at
Spruce Head returned to New York
Monday.

Mrs. Flora Clark of Damariscotta
Mills is guest ot Mrs. Carrie Waltz.
Baraca Class will have a picnic
Wednesday night at the cottage of
Mrs. George L. St. Clair, Crescent
Beach. Take box lunch; coffee will
be served by the committee.

Mrs. Ella S. Bird has returned
from New York.
»
Mrs. Edward C. Cutting of South
Portland was in the city Thursday
calling on friends.
Richard Golding of Brooklyn, and
Norman Waldron of Manlius, N. Y„
arrived Saturday from Dexter, where
they are teaching at the Wa&sookcag
Camp summer school, and spent the
weekend at Miss Mildred Waldron's
cottage. Spruce Head. Saturday eve
ning they entertained a few friends
at dinner and cards.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Gothard Pribock of
Tulsa, Okla. leave the last of the week
for Chicago and will take in the Cen
tury of Progress Exposition. They
will motor East and will visit Mrs.
Pribock's sister, Mrs. Percy L. Mc
Phee, James street.
Mrs. Joseph Wallace of Jonesport
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
French of Portland, on their way to
Jonesport, called on Mrs. Lillian Mc
Donald of Llmerock street. Mrs.
Wallace came to see her first greatgrandson, Delbert Irving McDonald,
son of Mrs. James McDonald former
ly Lillian Simmons.

Mrs. Hazel Nash had as guests Sun
day Mr. and Mrs. George A. Blake
and daughter Miss June. Miss Phyl
lis Blake of Danvers, Mass., was also’
a Sunday guest.

Miss May Gould gave a “scavenger
party" Priday evening at her sum
mer home in Thomaston, and it
was a most entertaining and unique
affair. After awarding priees to
Miss Katherine Creighton and Jud
son Flanagan for collecting the
greatest
number
of
requested
articles, late supper was served.
Guests were Miss Katherine Phillips
of Gloucester. Mass., and Miss Cor
nelia Tuttle of Newton Centre,
Mass., Miss Gould's house guests.
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow of Mid
dletown. Conn, and Spruce Head
Misses Margaret and Alice Hellier.
John and Judson Flanagan of Rock
land, George and Edward Wendell of
Milton Mass, and Crescent Beach,
Roj>ert Pratt of Greenfield, Mass.,
and Friendship, Miss Katherine
Creighton, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elliot,
Miss Elizabeth Creighton, Miss Bar
bara Elliot, John Creighton, Oliver
Collamore and Albert P. Gould of
Thomaston.
Ask any fisherman from Matinicus
to Monhegan the way to Nilo's Ga
rage.—adv.
•

Special this week only — Large
chicks, several varieties, $1 per dozen
at Stover's, Rockland. Seeds—feeds
—fertilizers.
85-87

J

Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Peterson en- , QUEBEC NEXT WEEK
tertalned a party at I^ikewood Sa'urday, returning to the Cobb Farm j If You Go Then You Will'
at South Hope for the weekend. I
See Holy Year Celebration
Their guests were Mr. and Mrs.1
At St. Anne de Beaupre
Ambrose Peterson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. S. Flick who has been with Charles L. Boman Mr. and Mrs.
Courier-Gazette readers who are'
her daughter, Mrs. Earle MacWil-! Charles C. Webster, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone were in llams for the winter returns to W. Sanborn, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. contemplating visits to the Province
Cornish for the weekend, guests of Reading, Pa., tomorrow.
Creed and Miss Dorothy Cassie, all of Quebec this summer will do well
relatives.
of Vinalhaven.
to time them for next week owing to
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon and
the fact that elaborate preparations
Mrs. C. Milton Priese and two Mr. and Mrs. Austin M. Moody
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and daugh
children of Plainfield, N. J., are spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs ters, Misses Eva. Ruth and Madlene are being made for Holy Year cele
guests of Mrs. C. P. Simmons, Talbot Wallace E. Spear at Nobleboro.
Rogers, and Barbara Atkinson, spent bration at Ste. Anne de Beaupre July
avenue.
Sunday in Northport, guests of Mrs. 26. The Canadian Pacific Railway
Wilson B. rveene is in a Montclair. Avaughn Ames and father. Alvah issues the accompanying statement,
i
• • • •
Misses Martha Wasgatt and Elea N. J. hospital with a severe case of Staples of Framingham, Mass , who
In the little community of Ste.
nor Snow who have been vacationing septic sore throat, entering now are summering there.
Anne de Beaupre. 22 miles east of
for two weeks with relatives re upon its third week.
•
turned to White Plains, N. Y. yester
Members of the Cardinal Club and Quebec, preparations are going for
day.
The annual flower show of the husbands had supper at Community ward for the Feast of Ste. Anne on
Arundel Oarden Club will be held Sweet Shop Thursday, with cards at the 26th of July. This annual cele
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union in the Kennebunk Town hall tomor the Crawford Lake cottage of Mr. bration, always ceremonious, will be
Veterans gives a public card party row from 2.30 to 9.30 p. m. In ad- j and Mrs. Arthur L. Ome. The oc more elaborate this year in view of
tomorrow evening at Grand Army dltion to the flower exhibits there casion served as a farewell party for the Pope's proclamation of a Holy
hall, with play to begin at 8. Mrs. will be a display of antiques and an { Mr. and Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage Year.
Ste. Anne de Beaupre is the most
Evie Perry will act as hostess.
exhibition of foreign dolls dressed in who are to make their home in
widely
known shrine in North
the costumes of their native lands Augusta.
America. Its founding dates back to
Richard Stoddard is in Boston for
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and
a few days, motoring there Sunday
The July meeting of the Scribblers the middle of the 17th century when
This group of Dress and
This group of Silk
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts, son Charles were guests of Mr. and Club will take place on Monday, the the first pilgrims trudged weary
Dresses, formerly sold
who were returning to Belmont after Mrs. H. P. Blodgett at their cottage 31st, at the home of Mrs. E. C. Mo miles on foot or Journeyed in some
Sport Coats, formerly
cases hundreds of miles by ox-cart
a visit in Thomaston.
at Jefferson Lake for the weekend ran, Jr., Chestnut street.
from $7.50 to $12.50,
or canoe. Now they come in hun
some
with jackets.
sold
up
to
$19.50.
Miss Dorothy Stewart of Bridge
Mrs. Lester Shibles of Orono Ls
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Small and dreds of thousands by automobile,
port, Conn, and Crescent Beach, is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs daughter Barbara of Newburgh, railroad and steamship.
Some idea of the number of pil
the guest of Miss Nathalie Jones.
Bert Maxey at Glencove.
N. Y. and Mrs. J. W. McGarry and
Your last chance on our Fa
grims
may be gained from the figures
daughters Joan and Muriel, of Low
Mrs. J. O Stevens and Miss
mous NORTHMONT Service
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman and ell. Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. for the summer of 1929. In that year
Esther Nickerson have returned Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy motored H. H. Stover.
from May 1st to September 15th, the
or Chiffon Silk Hose. We are
from a week's stay ln Boston.
count recorded 611.500 visitors.
to Belgrade Lakes Sunday to visit
Tradition
tells
of
the
founding
of
Janet Keene, the granddaughter of
Mrs. Nellie Shibles of Orono is thc
paying more. We must raise
Miss Eloise Nash who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Gurdy who is at Camp guest for a fortnight of her parents this center of worship by Breton
visiting her cousin, Miss June Blake,
sailors
away
back
in
1650.
Ascending
Wiconda for the summer.
Mr .and Mrs. E. E. Maxey at Glen
the price.
Just Seventy $1.98 Hats
ln Hallowell, has returned home.
the St. Lawrence ln their little ship,
cove.
they
were
overtaken
by
a
terrific
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is to
storm. Unable to navigate or to find
TWO DAY SPECIAL
COTTON VOILE
have a picnic supper Thursday at Society of the Methodist Church, Mrs. Annie Hanscom is visiting
shelter, they were in imminent dan
holds
tts
July
meeting
Thursday
Miss
Ellie
Mank
in
East
Waldoboro.
1
Voile and Other $1.98
the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Barton,
ger of sinking. Some of the more
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Essie
Orange street.
Donald Borgerson is visiting his pious made a vow to Ste. Anne that
Day, 68 Cedar street. Mrs. H. V.
Worth today $1.35
The Methebesec Club had a de Tweedie will act as program chair grandfather, Fred Pierce, at his farm lf their lives were spared, they would
in South Thomaston. He has as his erect a chapel in her honor on the
lightful picnic Priday at the Cres man.
spot where they first stepped on!
guest Clarence Butler.
Large Group of
1 About 50 au Wei $i.98
cent Beach cottage of Mrs. G. L.
shore. When the storm abated, they
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Boordeen
of
St. Clair, with 28 members and i
Mrs. Alice Foster of Winslow and found themselves opposite Beaupre
Hat, to match
guests present. The afternoon was' Medford, Mass., who are at their j
Mrs. Willard Sewall and daughter and landing, they immediately built
spent ln cards, puzzles and short Summer home in Norway for the
Days
Only
Light shades only
■
1
Two
of Newport who were called here by a small wood chapel ln fulfillment of
summer were weekend guests of Mr
walks.
the death of Mrs. H R. Huntley re their pious promise.
and Mrs. Charles A. Morton, Oak
Historic records mention later
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill A. Hay and street. On -their return yesterday turned Sunday, motoring to their
Large Lot of SILK
t 1 LADIES’ RAYON
son of Cape Elizabeth were guests they were accompanied by Mr. and homes with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lewis chapels in 1658 and 1661 and the flrst
stene church in 1676. After several
for the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs Morton who will spend the re of Owl's Head.
enlargements, a new structure w*as
John Haines MeLoon.
Selected from our $3.98 and £
mainder of the summer with them.
Mrs. Hattie E. Reed of Wellesley
built in 1787 which in turn was re
Regular and Extra Sizes
$5.98 stock, these two days
Mrs. Isadore deWinter has re- j Mrs. Frederick Powers has re Hills, Mass., ls guest of Mrs. L. N. placed by the handsome basilica of
1 Our regular 50c values
2 for 55c
turned to Thomaston after visiting ( turned to Portland after making a Littlehale.
1876. This was destroyed by fire in
only—
Mrs. Ernest Young at Dynamite! short visit with Rockland friends.
1922.
Through
the
heroism
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and
Beach.
During her stay she was honor guest Mrs. Sarah Billings of Portland local inhabitants, the sacred relics
_____
at a delightful party given by Thc were at their cottage at Megunti and most of the costly gifts accumu
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill and
Playmates.
cook Lake for the weekend. Mrs. lated during two centuries of pilgrim
daughter Patricia are occupying the )
McDougall remains to attend the age. were sived from the fire and re
George Davis cottage at Cushing for
Mrs. John Mason has returned to Camden Garden Club flower show main among the treasures of the
two weeks.
shrine.
•
Boston after being at the Copper today.
The new church, of combined
Kettle
for
a
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall
Mrs. Forrest • Brasier entertains gothic and romanesque design, is
have had as guest Mrs. Hibbard
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Bastow and the Hatetoquitlt Club this afternoon nearing completion after years of
Young of Cushing.
children of Reading, Mass., are at and evening at her cottage at Hobbs work. When finished it will be one
of the finest ecclesiastical buildings
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred K. Ames of j the Benjamin Philbrook cottage at Pond.
of modern times.
Machias arrived in New York Pleasant Beach, arriving there Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reed and j
Thursday on the S. 8. Manhattan day night, having motored through
YOUNG IS APPOINTED
daughter Dorothy who have been
after a three months' tour of Europe with George Roberts.
guests of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie
Horace R. Young, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow and Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leach of for a few days returned to Lynn,,
acting
postmaster in Matinicus. has ■
and Mrs. Lawrence Leach of this I Portland were guests Sunday of Rep Mass.. Sunday.
ed according to high poinjs, Henry, mlttee of the Yacht Club; A. L. Anbeen appointed fourth-class post
SPORT AT CAMDEN
city. Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardiner resentative and Mrs. E. C. Moran. Jr j
Gribbel, Chase, Watson, Osgood. . cicrson, now American agent for these
The W I N. Club had dinner and master by the postofflee department
of Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Watson, Sailer, Latta, Taylor, Ross, boats, Joshua C. Chase and others
cards
at Rockledge Inn Thursday, He succeeds W. Scott Young, who Semi-Weekly Races of the
Montgomery of Thomaston had a
Dr. and Mrs. Emery Howard and
’ were speakers.
Good, Chatfield and Hooper
died in office.
New Sloops Imported from
cottage at Hosmer Pond for the I Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard motored night.
John Taylor of New Haven, is com
Race two. Watson, Henry, Taylor,
Finland
Attract
Attention
weekend.
to Winthrop Sunday to visit Perry
modore
this year. Rules have been
Mrs. Harriet Orbeton is spending
Mr. and Mrs. Dana E. Brewer after
Chatflelt. Watson. Chase, Sailer, Os
Howard who is, at the Y.M.C.A. I a month’s visit with relatives and the week with her son Maurice C.
made
and
three courses laid out on
Slcop yachts of the H.A.J. class im good, Latta, Hutchins, Ross, Oood
E. T. Colson has returned to Camp,
Penobscot Bay.
Orbeton
and
family
at
Northport.
friends,
have
left
for
their
home
in
and
Gribbel.
ported from Finland are being raced
Scituate, R. I., after visiting Mr. and
Boats will be distinguished by spe
Ontario, Calif.
Thomas J. Watson of New York,
Mrs. Fred P. Colson.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Hutchings of
Miss Mabel Stover spent the twice a week—Mondays and Thurs
cial colors and by number. The four
days at Camden. These arc the boats owner of the Strawbridge estate on teen claimed so far are: One, Betty
Mt. Vernon were guests last week of
Miss Elizabeth Burrell who has weekend with MLss Crystol Cameron
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton had
which caught the eye of the Boston Melvin Heights financed the trip of Sailer, Philadelphia; Two, Andrew
Mrs. Anita Spear at the Philbrook been guest of Mr and Mrs. Ralph L., at Camp Noremac. Holiday Beach.
as weekend guests Mi. and Mrs.
Yacht Club at the weekend with the A. L. Anderson of the Marine Supply Hutchins, New York; Three, Thomas
cottage, Pleasant Bcach.
Smith, has returned to New York. •
Leroy Gorrie of Westbrook. They
result that the visitors presented the Company of Camden, who sailed for J. Watson, Jr., Short Hills, N. J.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
E.
Richardson
•
were accompanied by Misses Olive
Harold Rackllff of South Thomas of Medford, Mass., are guests of Mr Camden Club with a trophy to be Finland last November and placed Four. Joshua C. Chase, Orlando,
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Northand Martha Gorrie who remain for
orders for 15 of this short class type Fla.; Five, W Gribbel. Philadelphia;
graves had as weekend guests Mrs. ton is on three weeks' vacation, tour- | and Mrs. Frank A. Richardson, Shaw raced for this season.
a longer visit.
The results of the two races held so to be built with certain modifications Six, T. Charlton Henry, Philadelphia;
Northgraves' brother C. O. Dunton ing the Middle West and Canada and avenue.
far as follows: Race one, boats 11st- making them more suited to weather Seven, C. B. Borland. Chicago; Eight,
spending six days at the Century of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer and and family of Rumford. On the re
Mrs. Josephine Baker goes to
Progress Fair in Chicago.
IOSEE. GRAM AGAIN- and water conditions of Penobscot John Oood, Camden; Nine, Al Os
turn
they
were
accompanied
by
their
children Jeanne, Joyce and Kent;
Stoneham, Mass, for three weeks'
Bay.
good, Chicago; Ten, Betsy Ross, Cam
were weekend guests of Mrs. Palmer’s daughter Virginia, who had been
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham, visit with friends.
The season of 1933 started recently den; Eleven, Arthur K. Watson,
Although Adclyn Bushnellls play
parents. Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Whit-' visiting Miss Annette Northgraves
Mrs. Nellie Nickerson of Vinalhaven.
of Maine life, "Gram" was viewed by with a luncheon at thc Yacht Club Short Hills, N. J ; Twelve, W. H,
ten in Pittsfield. Jeanne is remain for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs Almon Cunningham and PERSONALS ....................................... three capacity audiences this spring, for the young owners and others in Chatfield. Cincinnati; Thirteen, Wil
Mrs. C. W. Proctor and Mrs. E. C.
ing fqr a visit of several weeks witn
Earl Wright of Arlington, Mass,) Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kinney of Bos Grant return today from Hyan there has been such a universal de terested in the movement, Mr. Wat liam Taylor, New Haven, Conn.;
her grandparents.
ton, left Sunday for a two weeks' mo
mand to see it again that thc Thom son. being thc host. Harold S. Cor- Fourteen, William J. Latta, Jr., Phllwas the weekend guest of Mr. and
tor trip through the Maritime nis, Mass. Miss Virginia Proctor is aston Nursing Association will pre thell, chairman of the Regatta Com- tdelphia.
Mrs. William Draper of Canton, Mrs. H. H Stover.
remaining with her grandmother.
Provinces.
Mass., has been guest of Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Proctor for the remainder sent it once more at Watts Hall,
, Thomaston Friday evening.
Martha
Seavey
is
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper at their
Milton Plummer motored from of the summer.
Miss Bushnell will play the lovable
Mrs. Willard Sewall in Newport for Lynn, Mass, with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
summer home at 8pruce Head.
WEDNESDAY
two weeks.
Charles Harding of Somerville, title role of Gram; Marshall Brad
Reed and daughter Dorothy, return
TOO MODERN!
Representative E. C. Moran. Jr.,
Mass, is-spending his summer vaca ford will again enact the menacing
Too much ln love to be safe!
Miss Agnes Studlcy of Boston i". ing Sunday.
was in Lisbon Palls yesterday on
deputy sheriff; Thomas R McPhail,
tion at The Highlands.
Too unafraid of life and danger of
the guest for July of her sister, Mrs.
Isabel Kirkpatrick and Ralph Chesley
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gay of Calais
------too much freedom!
Ray Newton, Glencove.
will
again
appear
in
the
roles
ln
returned home Monday after visiting 1 ^rs Florence Sherman is at Knox
After the dance I’ll meet you at
“DISGRACED”
which they made such Individual
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mouradian.
Hospital for medical treatment.
Albert Havener, Jr., charmingly
Sim's—adv.
A Paramount Picture
hits; and Walter Connon, Alfred
entertained a group of playmates Chester Hamilton of Skowhegan, a
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Boynton and Chapman. Ted Libby, Harry Stewart,
with
Mrs. Anita Spear and daughter Saturday afternoon at the Havener
son
Arnold Westley of West Hart James Kent and the perfect ingenue,
former Rockland resident, was in thc
Helen
Twelvetrees
Roberta, Mrs. Marie E. Krout and cottage, Crescent Beach.
Wading, city Saturday.
ford, Conn., are guests of Mrs. Ida Vada Clukey, will repeat their same
Fred Husnagel who have been at sailing boats and other out door
Bruce Cabot
Boynton, 71 Mechanic street.
, splendid performances.
______
*
the Benjamin Philbrook cottage at sports provided entertainment until
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wellington Smith
Robert Gardner, who has been seen
Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth who has
Pleasant Beach for two weeks left lunch time, when each guest was of New York and Boston are at their
hitherto in comedy roles, will amaze
Sunday for their homes in Mt. presented with an attractive lunch summer home at Pleasant Point for been the guest the past three weeks
his friends by thc truly touching and
Vernon. Enroute they were guests box containing a dainty and sub the summer. They have with them of Mrs. C T. Marshall in Swamp highly dramatic performance of thc
THURSDAY
of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike stantial array of goodies. When the a large group of artist-pupils who scott, Mass., has returned.
She dri larcd a moratorium to
boy, John, which was formerly mag
at Pemaquid. and were also to fog shut down the young folks ad- [ are taking advantage of the summer
marriage!
Miss Dorothy E Brewer of Eoston nificently played by Atwood Levensavisit Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baker at Journed to the cozy interior of thc season for Intensive coaching with
ler. Myrtle Ncwhard, who has re
BETTE DAVIS
thelr Cape Elizabeth cottage.
cottage and played with toys. Al Mr. Smith, the eminent baritone, and is visiting friends in this city.
turned to Maine for a summer vaca
in
bert's guests were Barbara and Mrs. Smith, accomplished accom
Browne Club is to have a fish tion, lends her sweet personality to
Free—Come in the Prigidalre Janice Farnham. Barbara and Mary
“
EX-LADY
”
panist-coach. The summer school chowder supper at the Ernest C. the part so charmingly played before
Showroom of A. C. MeLoon & Co. ln Lamb. Nancy, Caroline and Dorothy j
has assumed such proportions that Davis cottage, A'.OortTs Lake, Fri by Helen Wentworth; and a new
NOW SHOWING
the Bicknell and get yoUr copy of the Howard, Bobby and Janet Smith,
Mr. Smith has deemed lt wise to day. Take dishes and silver. Mrs. comer to local theatrical circles,
“PLEASURE CRUISE”
Prigidalre “Key to Meal Planning,"
Added:
Clifford and Diane Cameron, Betty forego his Portland studio during Charles Whitmore as chairman will ■ Jessie Carswell, wife of Dr. Carswell
plus a ticket which may entitle you
Sharkey-Carnera Eight
Richard and Ruth Payson, Earl | the summer months. Local music be Assisted by Mrs R. H. Whitehouse of Camden, will give an Inspired per
to an automobile vacuum cleaner
Smith, Jr., Earlcne Perry, Erwin lovers recall with pleasure the fine and Mrs. Harold Glidden, with Miss formance of Ethel Hawkins, formerly
free.—adv.
Spear Edwin Jones, Shirley Lewin. concert given by Mr. and Mrs. Smith Katherine Keating in charge of played by'elever Blanche Morton.
Tickets are being sold by the Thom
Stover’s Pride Flour —"The Flour Betty O'Brien, Howard Edwards, and their artist-pupils in Thomaston transportation.
aston Nursing Association and also
the Best Ccoks Use."
85-87 Donald French and Richard Col- last summer will welcome the an
Matinees 2pm Ev'g, 6 45-8.45
tart. The occasion celebrated Al nouncement that one or more con
Four tow cars, hot all the time. can be obtained and checked at Mc
Continuous Saturday
No tax this week on flours bought bert's sixth birthday, and his guests certs of similar caliber will be pre Free towing two miles. Nilo's—adv. Donald’s Drug Store , Thomaston.
2.00 P. M. TO 10 30 P. M.
Prices 50 cents, plus tax, aud 35 cents.
sented in that town this summer.
at Stover’s. Buy today.
85-87 pronounced him an ideal host.
_____________________________

®SQCi ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Morse,
accompanied by Miss Norma Morse
of Portland, are at East Ssbago
where they have taken the Lyman
A. Cousens camp for several weeks
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FOR 2 DAYS ONLY - WED.-THURS.
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SUTLER’S
VARNIVAL

SPECIAL FOR 2 DAYS ONLY

YOU WILL SAVE MORE THAN ENOUGH ON YOUR PURCHASES
TO PAY FOR THE CARNIVAL

TWO DAY SALE ON 34
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DON’T FORGET-OPEN ALL DAY EVERY DAY 8 A M-5.30 P M
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE TWO SPECIAL SALE DAYS

j 369 Main St.JRockland, Me.
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Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND WELCOMES ALL MAINE TO HER RECORD SMASHING

2 DAY BENEFIT CARNIVAL
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY, JULY 19-20
KNOX TROTTING PARK, ROCKLAND
FOUR GREAT HORSE RACES WEDNESDAY
THREE GREAT HORSE RACES THURSDAY
INTERCO LEGIATE TRACK MEET
HARMONICA BAND
“EVENING DRILL”-DISPLAY OF COLORS-AN EXHIBITION BY 2nd BATTALION
GRAND DANCE WEDNESDAY EVENING— Music by Rougier’s 10 Piece Band—Giving Services to Aid Poor

STORES REQUESTED TO CLOSE THURSDAY

ADMISSION 35c

the moonlight. We were swinging diz
CAN RUN A PAPER
zily and swiftly tls there an adverb .
Mrs Pitts Describes Chattily that means faster than swiftly?) So Editor Small Has Been Named
President of Belfast's Railroad
around a shelf ln the mountains,
How She Came From New while almost sheer below us the Ten
At the organization meeting of the
nessee River was sparkling under the
Orleans To Rockport
At Boston on July 8 I was on board
,
board of directors ot the Belfast and
moon.
j
Gladyt St. Clair .Morgan
the
steamer Belfast. When the ma
(By Diana Wall Pitts)
I recalled vividly the tense feelings Moosehead Lake Railroad Nathan H.
'
jor
domo came along shouting "All
Small,
who
has
been
a
member
of
the
Traveling bv bus is not so very dif I u‘cd to have on the scenic railways
board
for
two
years,
was
elected
tem

ashore
that's going ashore!" I said to
ferent from traveling by the old stage at Revere Beach or Coney Island in
Prom the Eastern Music Camp | hymns as My Faith Looks Up To
coach—the main difference being my younger days and sank back into porary president, hls term to expire him, “Son, run along and sell your
speed. Thc Informal manner of my chair. I never have have seen in three months. At that time action papers; I have a ticket and am going
comes the announcement that the Thee,” a hymn which has been
THE HERMIT TIIRVSH
translated into 20 languages and Is When evening broods o'er the wood knowing one's fellow travelers, of the use of "back seat driving," so I w111 ** takcn (or a
serve
season's opcnlr.j concert will be held
for the year to end next July. Mr ] along 11 was a klnd of old home werk
lands brown
popular the world over.
changing carriages frequently, of pulled my heavy coat about me. as
With tender and aolemn hush.
tomorrow afternoon at 3-.3O Tb:
• • • •
eating at irregular hours, of sleeping the night was cold, and went to sleep, Small is publisher of the Belfast on board. Besides Capt. Rawley.
Tts then I list for a song I love.
1 there was hls wife, returning from a
symphony orchestra, band ana
The
song of the hermit thrush.
It is of interest to know that Miss
with one's shoes on. and o( seeing much as you sleep ln a heavy thunder Journal..
As
members
of
the
executive
comvisit at Wollaston with hcr son; Mr.
Margaret
G
Stahl,
who
has
long
Chorus to be heard in these Sunday
And clear and fine ln the twlltght'a dusk the scenery; surely all hark back to shower, knowing that you are powermarvelous notes ring true.
mittee. to serve with Mr. Small as a
concerts are made up of students at held an important place among our A The
the
days
of
our
ancestors.
less
to
direct
the
lightning.
i and Mrs Lewis Watts and son Rob
melody plaintive yet full of Joy
That thrilla my soul anew
the Camp—students ranging in age local piano teachers, is starting a
We made an early start from New
By morning we were in Knoxville, member ex-officio. William Farwell ert; and at Rockland Capt. Bert Wall
of
Thorndike
and
Eben
W.
Eaton
from 10 to 19 years—most of them piano class in Warren She begins Tinkle of sliver bells a-chtme.
Orleans one Wednesday morning in Tennessee. With a lack of pride
came on board to relieve Capt. Rawwere named.
flute notes soft and low:
from high schools throughout New- with several pupils, with prospects A With
graceful crescendo the theme begins. June. The thermometer registered that I would not have believed posThe road so far this year has been ley at Bangor for the next six days.
Ending ln pianissimo.
England. New York. New Jersey and of more later. It is cheering to
92. and the heat was atrocious. But rible 24 hour? earlier, I walked into a
; facing a serious curtailment of reve I did not get as near the old home
Pennsylvania. Two of the boys have know, too, that Miss Stahl reports a Over and over the song rings out
my nine-year-old daughter JoJo restaurant for breakfast, with my hat
nue from freight and passenger village as I usually do when on the
with
exquisite
tenderness.
their homes ln Florida. The high marked increase of children resum- Till darkness falls on woods and fields
turned to me with a radiant face and rakishly askew, and my dress decldtraffic, and the outlook for the re “teamer, for the morning being some
standard of selection and rendition ing or beginning piano lessons,
And dreamland's quietness
I exclaimed. "I like it so far, mother!" edly crumpled.
' I laughed aloud and from that mo- [ "I don't want any breakfast," was | mainder of the year is uncertain. what thick and the tide low we went
set by these groups ts nowhere to
Oh. beautiful soul of the wilderness.
For the first five months a net loss out around Two Bush and Munroe's
Back
ln
the
late
spring
ihe
Chris

It
was
thus
In
Eden
you
sung;
' ment discomforts ceasqd to trouble JoJo's decisive comment as she
bn surpassed by musical organiza
And
forevermore
shalt
voice
the
Joy
tian Science Monitor ran a charm
me.
glanced down the menu. I haven't of $1,782.43 was sustained Shippers k;and and mto Rockland that way.
tions of equally youthful members.
Of life when the world was young.
are being urged to use the local road I have been going by beat to Rock
Beulah
Sylvester
Oxton.
ing
editorial
concerning
the
music
• • • •
We chose the Shenandoah Valley traveled the last 20 years for nothing,
for their freight shipments
land since 1881 and that is the first
route in order to see the beauties of so I know that going without eating
An Interesting announcement ts teacher, commenting upon the usual
time I ever missed Mussel Ridge
In the square block of film studies the Tennessee mountains. We were bodes no good. I ordered a raw egg
reoftal
programs
being
presented,
an
that a series of Wednesday after
cut in Astoria which once hummed to stop each night and go to a hotel and a glass of milk and in a minute I todc up the Connecticut Valley, Channel.
noon concerts, beginning July 19 at annual spring activity. Entitled
j through Connecticut and up to
I have been going up river by
3.30 will be presented by professional “Gardeners of Music," the editorial f with the production activities of for a goo(j s)eep, traveling only by held out an egg nogg. “Drink every Springfield and across Worcester to ' steamer since
July 17. 1878. when I
I contains much food for thought :
Paramount's Eastern unit, Dudley day. As you know, “the best laid drop." I said briefly. The eggnogg
artists connected with the camp
Boston.
took Dad with me enroute
•Now ls the time of year when Murphy Is manufacturing a talking plans." etc. as you shall see.
vanished,
as
did
my
own
a
minute
to St.
Members of the faculty, all ot whom
Boston had had a heavy rain before John. N B Then the Cambridge
music teachers and schools show the film version of Eugene O'Neill's "The
We had been traveling two hours later She never knew why she felt
are musicians of note, have com
fruits of their carefully nurtured Emperor Jones." Du Bose Hey- when we met a big bus coming toward so fine immediately, with no head- our arrival and was cool and delight made the fallowing landings: Rock
bined to form a Little Symphony Or
ful. Here we spent a whole day bath land. Camden, Northport. Searsport,
gardens. Parents and friends are ward's adaption is being used. Paul us over the dusty and none too wide ache and no nausea.
chestra. which will be heard on
ing and shampooing and manicur Fort Point, Bucksport. Winterport^
bidden to come and see how young Robeson is the "black czar" of the roads of Mississippi. In the scorch• • • •
these programs, as well as soloists of
ing before we let any of our friends Hampden. Bangor.
Time seven
ing
midday
sun.
a
transfer
of
passenj
The
driver
informed
us
that
beAmer::a has grown from its tonal j story, which is still the story df
’he finest talent and ability.
know of our arrival.
hours In 1933 we made Rockland,
j seeds.
But even with the golden | the Negro who become the ruler of ] gers and baggage was made, and we cause of the heavy travel at this time I
Strange how coals will be brought to Camden. Belfast. Bucksport and
„ ., x . ..
peaches of song, the rosy apples of a tribe of blacks, but which departs all settled back comfortably for the J five buses had broken down in
Newcastle! Each of the klndheart- Bangor; time 5 hours 15 minutes.
Our own Rockland student. Mar- 1 violinirtic _prowess nnd.....
. from the play by introducing the
the purple
long run to Birmingham.
the last three days so we would be ed friends whom we visited ln the
garet McMillan, ls entering into
.
...
hen you consider that ln '78 we
...
. . .
...
,
pomegranates of pianism hanging background and history of the
• • • •
j traveling on smaller ones. 8ure next few days greeted us Joyfully,
camp life and study with zeal She .__ , „
,
,
’ ,
.
from the trees of music for their leading character in explaining his
We were running a full two hours enough, that day was a succession of and Immediately took us riding to see made five more landings than in '33
is happy to have as roommate .
. ..
, ,
...
ie new deal hasn't much on '78 as
behind schedule and night fell upon changes. As no seats are reserved in the sights of Boston. Now taking us
Phvllts ■ xwlrhart dau hter of the 1 charmed Baze' many of the£* 8uest- £tran?e lust for power.
regards running time.
'
*
e are completely unappreciative of the
Rosamond Johnson's music for thej us suddenly many miles from ow buses south of Washington, there was
to ride, was like taking the postman
bandmaster Lee M. Lockhart. Her
°l th0Se old‘tlme captains
countless hours of exhausting labor' picture "purrs, moans and growls" destination—such a night as only the always a mad rush. JoJo and I soon for a walk. We had Just ridden 1500
first studies are being devoted to
Ingraham. Roix et al. hadn't been
the gardeners have spent in training j with the varying insistencies of the : south can produce; such a night as worked out a marvelous system.
miles
or
so
without
even
taking
our
choral singing and solo violin. Mar the Incipient musical flora.
UP rtver since 1910. 11^ mvself thev
•! tom-tom. Divided into four phases,' the song writer felt when he wrote Whenever a change was necessary
shoes off. But it was grand to be in
garet is not 14 until October of this
JoJo would take her heavy coat and Boston, and we left reluctantly a
“They do not see the patience that the score ranges from the primitive "Under Southern Skies.”
year.
«n«Vr' J'"'' ■ ""■» °<
| has been expended to make thc brown chants of Africa to the spirituals of These sentimental musings were umbrella, her little pail of toy crack- week later for Portland.
• • • •
and
let us hope, a Joy forever.
i trunks of young trees strong the Gullah Negroes of South Caro- abruptly ended by that abomination ers and her doll, and get off. She
I gazed from the bus with a sub
The youngest of the 106 students enough to bear the gracefully Una, includes the Jazz tunes of Har- of all riders—a flat tire. JoJo and • would give her things to a porter and
y travelling companion hnd
enrolled at the camp this year is spreading green-leafed branches 'em and ends on the weird tom-tom I walked up and down in the moon- [ inquire where the bus was for such- dued rapture on the fields of daisies never been east of Boothbay so the
10-year-old Marjorie Palmer of East Nor can they mark the careful tend-' note of West Indian voodooism. light. With this delay we should not, and-such a place. Taking his hand and buttercups for I haven't been in scenery was all new to him. Wc in
New England in June for 10 years.
quired of one of the officers L to
Braintree. Mass., a dark haired girl ing of soil in which these fragile Early in the picture when Jones reach Birmingham and supper before j she would hurry away while I would
We came to the bridge over the where we could get a good dinner in
of quiet demeanor, with serious eyes growths of music are set—soil assidu- shines a pair of shoes to a simple 1 midnight. It would be useless to go j be attending to suitcases, hatbags
Merrimac .
Bangor. “At the Brass Rail on Ex
and a gay, sweet smile. Despite her ously watered and cultivated each | tune, the rhythm foreshadows the ' to a hotel as there would scarcely be and other luggage. No one is allowed
"Look!" I exclaimed. "This is the
change street," was his reply. We
years. Marjorie is a musician of un week so that even the weakest sap- tom-tom motif which is to come.
on
a
bus
until
all
the
baggage
is
In

time to find the hotel and get to
Merrimac river!’
found It, and an excellent dinner
usual
ability.
Having
studied ling might develop a sprouting bud i
• • • •
bed before we would have to be up side. but, of course, a little girl can
"It It?" rather mildly bored.
The
signs of the times gave us to
French horn for sometime with fo a full bloom blossom, with at
go
anywhere.
So
she
would
enter,
And £Pealtin8 of talking films— fOr an early start. We discussed the
We passed at length the beautiful
understand that "Beer was on Sale”
Heinrich Lorbeer of the Boston least one fruit hanging from a Marie Jeritza. the distinguished op- situation pro and con and the ayes pick out the best seat, then come
little bridge at York. “Look." again
ln the City of Bangor, slate of
Symphony Orchestra, she plays that slender bough.
back to find me. It worked like a I called, "this Is the York River.”
(’ratic soP™00- wiU shortly make had it—we would ride all night.
Maine, and there were visible signs
Instrument in the regular Sunday
• • • •
“Parents and friends may not ap- her flrst “PPwance ln the talking
We all climbed aboard once more, charm. We rode In state up through
afternoon concerts at the camp. predate these ministrations by gar- fl'ms. says a communication from The driver fumbled about the starter the beautiful stretches of Virginia,
JoJo looked out. almost exasperat of an inward and spiritual grace on
Her playing is remarkable for both deners of this young American musi- Vienna. She will play the part of but the bus objected. It had been changing at Bristol and again at ed. while all her loyalty to Dixie rose view in the restaurant; but not for
tone and technique. She is continu cal orchard, but the trees know, as a Rus5^n xrand duchess In a pic- , driven all the night previous, and all Roanoke, and on to Washington.
to the surface “Mother, you know sale on Sunday. I have always un
derstood that “spiritual grace" might
ing her musical studies at the camp they hold aloft
these rivers aren't half as large as
ture
for
which
Franz
Lehar
will
!
this
hard
day
and
it
groaned
for
care
their flowering
have been obtained at Bangor In days
under the direction of Walter Mc boughs. And the
The farther North wc came, the the Mississippi.”
■
oil. Then an amusing thing took
gardeners stand compose the music. "Crown Princess ! and
of old. without advertising the fact,
I
felt
properly
squelched.
I
had
higher
the
thermometer
rose.
In
Donald, French horn player of the leaning on their
rakes of labor Alexandra" is the name of the film, place. A negro driving by in a small
prior to July 1, 1933. but from “Signs”
Philadelphia the mercury stood at slept through all the beauties of PBoston Symphony Orchestra. Nor proudly
noticed during a stroll around town
conscious of work well and the production will deal with Ford saw our plight and came back
Tennessee
Mountains.
Why
should
I
104".
The
poor
driver
looked
par

is excellent performance on the
Czarist 'Russia at the time of thc behind our great ark and pushed us
they are now advertising the fact.
done.”
French horn little Miss Marjorie's
Kerensky and Bolshevist revolutions. down the hill until the engine caught. boiled. I marvelled at hls politeness expect her to appreciate New Eng
In the restaurant I saw the sign
only achievement. She plays th?
Then we sped merrily away without as he stopped for us three times that land as I did?
“Soused Clams." As a native son of
M. Isabelle Jones of Portland who The many local friends of Manuel j 5^ able even to call "thank you” day (our third day of traveling) to
Friends met us ln Portland, dears
piano equally well, rendering Bach
the Atlantic Coast, I have seen clams
is having a summer of European Bernard are enjoying seeing him in I for his kindness.
eat our breakfast, dinner, and sup friends who also took us to ride! 1
Preludes and Mozart Sonatas with
in various stages—steamed, fried,
travel combined with study at Fon- these parts again. Mr. Bernard, who i
Other friends came and took me to
• . • .
per; and any other times that pas
ease and technical brilliance. She
chowder, etc., but I never saw one
tainbleau. comments on a concert maintains a studio ln New York I After a good supper In Birmingham sengers requested it.
Waterville to my 20th commence
has presided over the percussion de
"soused" and I did not sec one this
heard in London—given by the re during the winter season while ful- and a change into a fresh bus. we
As we approached New York JoJo ment. I'll not digress into the Joys time, but was informed that said
partment of her school orchestra for
nowned Coldstream Guards whose filling piantstlc engagements and hurried on our way up Into Tennes sat bolt upright. "I want to see 42d of that reunion as I am writing only
the past two years.
clams were “pickled."
presence adds so, much color to teaching, is musical director at see. Bus drivers are very carefully, Street," she announced.
• • • •
of the bus ride.
And so at 2.30 p. m. July 9 we
London's pomp. “The scarlet coated Camp Wapello. Friendship, this trained. They never fall to stop for
Exactly two weeks from the day we scraped the Front street mud off our
"Why 42d?” I asked curiously. “It
Marjorie comes naturally by her
musicians gave a long and happily summer and drops up to Rockland a red light; they never pass a car looks Just like all of these. This is left New Orleans we took the last lap
unusual musical ability and talent. It
shoes and embarked on the Belfast
varied program, but the thrill of the about once a week to look up old ac- when they cannot sec the road 10th street now."
of our Journey, riding from Portland for dear old Boston Sorry I haven't
was her great-great-great uncle. Ray
evenlng was when they closed with I
, .
“No," she returned, counting the to Rockport. T7ie friendliness of all the vocabulary of our friend the
ahead; they make a complete stop
Palmer, who in collaboration with
"Pomp and Circumstance" by Elgar
streets
eagerly. "It must look dif our fellow passengers, the kindness Roving Re{>orter.
i
before
every
railroad
crossing,
open
Boze
Lowell Mason, wrote such immortal
The music is stirring under any con
REST AT TWILIGHT
the door, and look both ways before ferent or they wouldn’t have written of the drivers, the cordiality of the
ditions, but when played in London,
driving on. We soon had such con a song about lt. Here we are!" She restaurant keepers on the way, and ------------------------------------- 49^7“
(For The Courlcr-O»zette(
Its original setting, and by ‘His
fidence in our drivers that we felt stood up and looked up and down the the rich, wonderful scenery all along
Fresh from the mountains
The waters descending
Majesty's Coldstream Guards', the
no fear as we swung on rapidly dirty commonplace street. A disap this lovely coast made me know that
Sweep on to the fountains
effect is beyond description.”
And lakes ln the hills.
pointed expression passed over hcr I was back ln God's country.
through the night.
And down through the lowlands
The driver was Interested ln our
All the lights were turned off, only face.
With purllngs attending
To break ln thc meadows
"I don’t see anything there to sing long trip and as we approached Rock
Nelson Eddy, baritone, who Ls en
the great headlights searched thc
To small, trickling rills.
port he watched for my mother’s
road ahead. JoJo slept calmly as If about," was her remark.
Since 1840 this firm has faithreuv joying a remarkable rise to fame,
Specialize en Chimes and French
The magic of sunset
In
a
few
minutes
we
plunged
into
served the families of Knox County I has signed to sing and act in motion
house as eagerly as we did.
at
home.
I
tilted
back
my
chair
and
Its cloud-tints are blending
I pictures for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
And sweet Is the silence
LADY ATTENDANT
“Back to the old homestead for the
All Work Guaranteed
nodded comfortably. Suddenly I the Holland Tunnel. The speed with
Which the weary earth Alls.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Day Telephone 440—781-1
I Mr. Eddy, who has been soloist with
realized that these were the beauti which we tore through there was only summer, eh?" he asked with kindly
We rest In the twilight
Jeweler
With emotions contending
ful Tennessee mountains through exceeded by our mad career through Interest.
the New York Philharmonic Sym
Now Located at
BURPEE’S
Till with peace and with gladness
“Yes." I nodded, “and this ls the HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
which we were passing. I leaned over the Tennessee mountains.
phony and Philadelphia orchestras,
Our whole being thrills
ROCKLAND, ME.
Cora Estelle Wsldron.
4414 Main Street
Rorkland
On that third nnd last night we house."
to the window and looked nut Into
has stinfl with the Philadelphia

THE REALM OF MUSIC

r

Grand Opera Company and has appeared widely in concert and radio.
He appeared in two concerts ln Port
land during the past winter and
electrified his hearers with his gor
geous voice and artistry. Some of
the critics already concede him as
great as Tibbett, and some prophesy
that this young American will sur
pass Tibbett.

f w/n/r/l

,

A LONG BUS RIDE

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

•4«JW» ANBUIAM1

Freeport

I

AGAINST SOCIETY

Sins

Committed

Which

Evoke Objection on

the

Part of Innocent Bystander
(From the London Observer!
Readers offer an alarming list of
people who tempt them, in Mr. Jus
tice Charles's phrase to "want to
commit murder." The Judge's bete
noire was the person in the theater
who tells what is going to happen
next, and one or other of his friends
appears in nearly every list; the per
son who comes in late, or taps ln
time with the music, or rustles
chocolate paper through the per
formance.
Another of tne prime
nuisances seems to be tne man who
beats time, or nums or wnistles.
Next to him. perhaps comes the
book-borrower who returns the loan
dog-eared or soiled, or scribbles mar
ginal notes, or lends the book to an
other. Some other of the chief of
fenders and offences against society
are:
The man who holds bridge "post
mortems."
People who use their wireless set
as a background to conversation.
People who Interrupt your story
or try to finish lt ln their own way.
People who finish their sentences
with "... if you know what I mean.'
Sniffing "in all its ghoulish forms."
People who. in conversing, prod,
claw, tap or otherwise touch you.
“Making-up" In public places.
Reading aloud when others do not
want to listen.
Overlooking another's newspaper.
The man who will talk ln the train.
Ostentatious collectors of hotel
labels.
The man who tells hls dreams.
The woman who thinks she can
tell an anecdote, and tries.
The person who uses a railway
booking office as an Inquiry bureau.
Thc motorist who holds the crown
of the road at about 20 m. ph.
The man who Is very hearty at
breakfast-time.
The man who monopolises the fire
place.
People who explain their own or
other people's Jokes.
The person who tells you you must
read so-and-so. and then tells you
the whole story.
The loud-voiced man who talks to
friends In a cafe as If he were addressing a public meeting.
The person who manicures ln pub
lic. ,
The after-dinner speaker who can
not stop.
The man who carefully selects a
non-smoking compartment, and then
asks. 'You don't mind smoking, do
you?"
The dinner companion whose false
teeth click.
Thc person who says. “I told you
so."
All adults who say "Ta!"
“The pedestrian who overtakes me
when I am In a hurry, and then
slackens pace a yard in front."
The visitor who does not know
when to leave.
“Purposely exhibiting to the com
mon annoyance and against the
King's Peace an obnoxious tie, cap,
or coat in the hope that anyone
will know or care what school, club,
or service the obscene color-scheme
Is supposed to represent."
Son—“Ma, what's the Idea mak
me sleep on the mantelpiece evi
night?"
Mother—("Hush, sonny, you or
have to sleep there two more wei
and then your picture will be ln 'B
lieve 11 or Not'."-Annapolis Log.

